
 

Attachment: What is going on in Victoria.docx 

 

I am a forester by training, a long time professional natural resources manager in public land 

management, forest management, fisheries and wildlife, coastal and recreation/ tourism, who was 

senior fire protection planner overseeing Victoria’s 7M ha of public land for five years, and am 

currently a professional bushfire management consultant, specialising in forest bushfires. I am 

shocked by what my former employer has allowed to happen to the people of eastern Victoria and 

their livelihoods and their property. It was preventable. It occurred by application of very distorted 

land management policies. People must now be compensated. This caustic madness must stop NOW 

and revert to best practice forest fire management, using the 1939 Stretton Royal Commission as the 

blueprint to start again.  

 

The root cause is of the forest bushfire malaise is a distorted ideological philosophy by the current 

public land manager. I call it the doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy, which puts affected benefit 

to environment ahead of benefit to people. My career has been built around the managed Mother 

Nature philosophy, which puts long term sustainable benefit to the people as first priority. I know 

this will not change until there is a change of government or until this government drops its alliance 

with the Green ideologues and resumes its roots with the real people.   

 

I ask you not to delete my submission.  

 

The IGEM has said it wants to measure performance by OUTCOMES rather than the “tradition in 

emergency management of measuring OUTPUTS – such as the time it takes to respond to an 

emergency call”  

This is to be commended.  

 

Now is the time to start, but the Terms of Reference (TOR) do not mention outcomes. A valid inquiry 

that does not investigate outcomes and their causes and seeks accountability. I ask the IGEM to 

recommend a valid inquiry be conducted by a competent person with appropriate powers, and to 

include the outcome that the IGEM office must be empowered to enforce outcome performance 

criteria onto the Fire Chiefs.    

• Start outcome measurement by being honest with reporting the damage toll, starting with 

deaths, house loss, and $damage and $cost of suppression.  

• Then get Treasury to require delivery of performance indicators that match desired 

outcomes – how many deaths, how many houses lost, how much damage.  



• Then get parliamentarians to order fire agencies to deliver ZERO for each.  Whoever tells you 

it cannot be done. Sack them. Bushfires cannot exist where there is no fuel for them. Humans 

control where fuel is and is not. Eliminate the bushfire menace in Victoria, starting now.  

• Zero loss and damage is what people want. People pay fire agency wages. Make fire 

agencies deliver what they want.   

Until this happens, IGEM is powerless to reform the ire agencies, and the Office can be dissolved.  

This is my message to whoever has those powers and vision.   

 

Let’s remind ourselves of the damage and destruction that occurred over several weeks.  

Damage toll:  Government is very secretive about reporting damage  These figures are from the 

media:   5 deaths.  690 houses lost 1.5M ha burnt. 4,000 mentally petrified people on the beach 

subject to government-led fear of death.  

Causes:  Fires were left to run for weeks in mild weather in November / December, in the full 

and predictable knowledge by the controller and public land manager that severe weather days will 

come and push their uncontained edges out of the forests into private property.   

 

I feel very sorry for the IGEM and team. They are good people doing an impossible job for a self-

serving government. Nothing personal, but the Government’s concept of inquiry by the IGEM is a 

cruel hoax to play on the burnt-out people of eastern Victoria. It is a low-key inquiry low level 

reflecting low level concern.  

Compare it to the Feds  They are so concerned, they organised a Royal Commission.  

Compare it to NSW NSW has commissioned a formal inquiry for the Premier with serious Terms 

of Reference to match, including solid points like:  

The causes of, and factors contributing to, the frequency, intensity, timing and location of, bushfires 

in NSW in the 2019-20 bushfire season 

Responses to bushfires, particularly measures to control the spread of the fires and to protect life, 

property and the environment, including:  

o immediate management, including the issuing of public warnings 

o resourcing, coordination and deployment 

o equipment and communication systems. 

Preparation and planning for future bushfire threats and risks. 

 

By contrast, Victoria asks the IGEM who has very limited powers under the emergency management 

act to report to the government. The IGEM is a public servant who reports to the Minister of 

Emergency Services (whose day job it is to assure the government all is well in Emergency Services) 

will investigate a fire catastrophe run by staff who reported to the Emergency Services 

Commissioner who reports to the Minister of Emergency Services. It has the “independent” feel of 

Police investigating Police.  



Victoria’s low-level inquiry has all the hallmarks that these adjectives describe - nonchalant and 

perfunctory. Why?  Because no accountability and solutions are sought.  

 

In addition,  

The perception of independence of the IGEM has already been challenged publicly and fiercely by a 

political ally of this Government in another inquiry. Contrast the condemnatory “whitewash” 

comments of Peter Marshall after the Wye River fire inquiry and effusive congratulations by the 

Ministers for making the correct decision. Thus the IGEM has been recently tainted with the 

perception of being divisive.  

 

Terms of Reference 

I fear the burnt-out people have been given the perception the IGEM can deal with the breadth of 

concerns and fix them, but their hopes will be shattered when they realise how limited the terms of 

reference are. I fear the IGEM has the impossible task of appearing relevant to the burnt-out people 

of eastern Victoria and will leave the rest of Victoria in fear and dread for the fire seasons to come.  

 

The Terms of Reference are lathered in bureaucratic jargon and do not address the core concerns of 

the people who have been burnt out. Their style and content gives me the impression that the 

outcome of the IGEM investigation will give them a big tick. Eg, most concern pre-season 

preparation. Of course, this is always excellent. The Premiers have been telling us for years that “we 

have never been better prepared”. IGEM will find no different. The TOR fail to search for or identify 

the core causes of the damage and destruction.  

 

I fear the government is at the same time being very clever to exonerate itself but very cynical to the 

burnt-out victims. This strategy will avoid a negative outcome for the government. It will proclaim 

the IGEM has found no fault in the government workforce, but the burnt-out people are left as 

hapless victims at a loss to explain why their government let them lose everything, and yet the fire 

was allowed to grow too large to be controlled within a Nat Park with no duty of care for the 

consequences to the neighbours on a severe weather day.   

 

 

I now make a simple submission under the preparation label.  

 

I include a measure of preparation that the TOR has not listed, but sits naturally with the Zero life 

loss / Zero house loss performance outcome, mentioned above.    

 

Prepare for defence against government negligence / failure in duty of care to neighbours.  

Duty of care to neighbours    



Let’s do a hypothetical that has happened to Goongerah people twice in the last decade or so:  

• If a fire escapes from N P because government is at fault, what actions has it taken to 

discharge its duty of care obligations to Goongerah people and properties.   

• What actions has it taken to minimise government exposure to accusation of fault for fire 

escaping from this N P  

• What actions has government taken to prevent a fire escaping from this N P.  

 

Apply same questions to any town and settlements adjacent to a N P and public land and then to the 

state:  

What towns are protected / not protected from fire escapes from public land? 

 

I make a simple submission under the response label  

 

The fire grew because of failure to respond using best practice, but the strategic response is not 

being investigated under the TOR.    

 

The let-it-burn response to the fire outbreaks caused some fires to cause massive damage.    

This is the wrong strategy in drought spring  

 

There is also evidence that best practice suppression on the Waratah Flat fire was thwarted by 

orders presumably from the idealogical land manager via the fire controller not to let dozers build 

breaks through the bush and not to back burn in the National Park.   

 

This poor strategy allowed the fire to grow and grow and grow in the mild weather and then one 

day, with full foreseeable knowledge of the land manager and the controller, the severe weather 

sprang up and the monitored fire became the inferno fire that tore through the neighbours’ 

properties and beyond.      

This passes all the criteria for negligence.  

   

I have documented many of the fires in eastern Victoria, comparing their failures to best practice. 

The one exception was the Bruthen fire. Control lines held firm through all the severe weather.   

 

I have documented the Mallacoota fire. Its origins went unnoticed, probably due to the smoky skies 

is the best excuse I can think of. There was no attempt to put a control line along the eastern edge, 

even though a massive SW wind was forecast. Nothing. You sent a few trembling volunteer trucks to 

Mallacoota to get 4000 people onto the beach as the fierce fire came. Many feared death. The 



feared fire came. But it was as gentle as a fire place. Yet its low density ember attack burnt scores of 

houses, because they were undefended The people were pumped with so much fear that they were 

frozen into inaction. They should have been empowered with knowledge and skills. The number of 

houses has not yet been divulged to us. Whatever it is, it is a badge of government failure to be 

ashamed of, and I demand the people be fully compensated.  

Was Mallacoota protected from mild fire from the SW by firebreaks and control burns in the 

National Park?  

No. Again, all the boxes of public landowner negligence are ticked again. 

 

 

 

 

 



In your experience, what areas of the bushfire emergency response worked well? 
 
1 The “instant” fire area maps of in both Vic and NSW were excellent.  
 
2 Federal government applying oversight by using appropriate land / natural resource 
management criteria to identify self-destructive action / inaction by state governments in their 
own jurisdiction to identify that they were threatening the National interest as the states were 
allowing their land and forests and people and economies to suffer.  
 
3 Federal Government intervention – 3,000 troops without being requested by either 
Vic or NSW fire agencies / governments – was excellent. It was a clear shot over the bows of 
the state government vessels. The $2B bailout should have been made with stronger punitive 
strings for the state’s mind fade, ie, make them apply appropriate land / natural resource 
management criteria to our forests.    
 
4 From the point of view of paid Victorian fire fighters, the long duration of the 
bushfires gave them fat pay packets, paid by the no-strings bottomless pockets of Treasury, 
not by their departments. Make yourselves aware that the Vic government payment system is 
a systemic disincentive to reduce size and scale of bushfires, easily rorted.    
 
In your experience, what areas of the bushfire emergency response didn’t work well? 
 
1 Their suppression policy they applied was very wrong for the dry Spring forests. The 
policy of let-the-fire-run in the National Parks and forests in mild weather and catch them 
when they hit the paddocks does not work in drought stressed forests just before the real 
fire season starts. The fires grow too large and when the severe weather drives them into the 
paddocks, they are unstoppable infernos, much too dangerous for fire fighters, so they 
therefore destroy unprepared houses and kill people.    
 
I watched in horror as I documented fire after fire, firstly from N to S in NSW and then in 
East Gippsland, burn massive areas of N P and forests and then settlements, in a clinical 
exhibition that would make a terrorist organisation take note. Mass area burning is atrocious 
forest management and flora and fauna management.  
 
The fire agencies’ let-them-burn response to three of the four East Gippsland fires in National 
Parks and forests that it runs like N P in November 2019.  They let them run for three weeks. 
They grew too large and the severe weather days pushed them into towns and settlements.  
 
2 Honesty and clarity by the Victorian government failed: 
I can nominate two areas for a start  

• Exaggeration of the real status of the fires as a mechanism to evacuate people from 
East Gippsland   

• The damage toll  
Today I Googled house loss in Victoria.  The latest mention of houses lost was 405 houses.  
In the News tonight, we hear a question in Parliament from the Opposition - of the 690 
houses lost, why have only 41 sites been cleared for rebuilding?  



690 houses is an unforgivably appalling toll, because it is preventable.    
 
 
In your experience, what needs to change to improve arrangements for preparation, 
mitigation, response and recovery coordination for national natural disaster arrangements in 
Australia? 
 
Air Chief Marshal  
 
Point 1 Declare that bushfire is a preventable disaster not a natural disaster  
 
This Royal Commission INCORRECTLY regards the bushfire as a natural disaster – 
“bushfires and other natural disasters”- when it is a disaster-by human-omission   
Please squash this belief with the truth that bushfires are a preventable disaster.  
 
It is a definition thing. Tornadoes, hailstorms, earth quakes, cyclones are clearly natural 
events and human interventions are futile. Event occurrence is impossible, but disaster 
prevention is possible.   
Bushfires, drought, floods, landslips due to excessive tree clearing or dry land salting due to 
hillside clearing are a consequence of natural events. They can cause damage to people and 
property because people live and work within these areas if there is no human intervention to 
prevent damage. Human intervention is effective in reducing or preventing damage to 
properties or environment. Dams and levee banks can mitigate flooding damage. Tree 
controls and remedial environmental engineering can mitigate land slip and salting areas. A 
bushfire cannot exist without its continuous fuel supply on the ground. Human action can 
remove that fuel supply at will.    
   
Let me provide two brief proofs for the theory that humans can control where they allow and 
disallow bushfires and therefore should not be classified alongside natural disasters:    
Proof A A ferocious weather event like a golf ball hailstorm in Victoria cannot be 
stopped in its tracks by human intervention.  
A bushfire in Victoria can be stopped in its tracks by the human action of removing the fuel 
that sustains the bushfire.  
Proof B There are already large areas of Victoria and indeed Australia, that will never 
again suffer a bushfire.  
There are no areas of Victoria or Australia that are immune from a ferocious weather event 
like a golf ball hailstorm    
 
You will realise that providing proof does not overcome the entrenched belief of a myth 
repeated by the fire authority chiefs who have a vested interest and the most face to lose. 
Gone would be face-saving excuses of Mother Nature’s fury causing bushfire disasters, used 
freely now by Ministers and Chiefs and Indians. The truth will challenge the sinecure of 
entrenched bureaucracies and expose their true accountability.  
Their reluctance to declare this truth publicly is a barrier to the open door of progress and 
reforms that can eliminate the bushfire menace from nominated areas. Don’t let them 
convince you they don’t know the truth. Let it be a litmus test of their honesty.  
 



• When we accept this truth we will understand we can protect entire areas, small or 
large, from bushfires by removing bushfire fuel within and around them.   

• When we accept this truth we will demand the government to makes it happen before 
next fire season, and ever more.   

• When we realise that bushfire damage inflicted on a house is due to lack of proper 
human action, we see the damage toll as a quantitative measure of the failure of fire 
agencies to protect the population from bushfire disaster, as I the bushfire professional 
does.      

 
You then realise that supreme goal of zero house toll and zero life loss is possible in a 
properly protected area, and if we protect enough areas, we have bushfire-protected a region, 
and when we protect enough regions we have bushfire-protected a state.  
 
Point 2 Use the 1939 Royal Commission Victoria by Justice Stretton your 
personal reference  
 
In one sense, the Federal Government’s role as overseeing big brother with bags of money 
makes its involvement in bushfire protection very limited and dependent on the performance 
of the state governments, who jealously guard their powers.  
It was obvious to me that the unrequested Federal intervention with troops in NSW was a 
display of Fed concern at their pitiful inaction as we all watched them watch their State forest 
areas burn out and then ran into towns and settlements.   
I therefore urge you, Air Chief Marshall and your staff to study the 1939 Royal Commission 
Victoria by Justice Stretton so that you can access a comprehensive expose of the range of 
responsibilities of a State government regarding bushfire protection and standards of their 
performance. I provide more detail in email submission that I hope makes it through to you.   
 
Point 3 Ensure federal government money is dispensed to states as a lever for 
reforms 
 
In another sense, the Federal role as overseeing big brother with money bags gives you the 
power to make reforms happen.     
 
As a senior Military officer, you will know of Stormin’ Norman. His biggest hurdle in 
reforming the armed forces after the Vietnam defeat was the entrenched culture of “Can do it, 
Sir”. He had to convince the troops at all levels to be honest and say “I cannot do it, Sir, I 
need help / or it needs to be done a better way”.  
 
The States’ lack honesty, particularly in NSW and in Victoria, the most fire prone of them all.  
They need to reform their obsession with suppression as their Plan A tool because the 
obsession is causing life and house loss. They need to admit the truth that suppression is a 
very limited capability tool and that they must develop a Plan B tool that will actually save 
lives and houses and property.  
 
The Feds can make these reforms happen by attaching strong strings to their money bags. 
Victoria has proven itself incapable of self-reform. It is getting worse here, not better. 



 
 
Is there anything else you would like to tell the Royal Commission? 
 
1 

In regard to TOR (a) and (b) 

Resilience applies to recovery from a tragedy.  

Let’s deliver self-reliance and empowerment to the people to prevent the tragedy and make 
Parliamentarians order their fire agencies to set high level accountable goals of zero life loss 
and zero house loss and make them deliver policies and practices that achieve them.   

Resilience means failure. Let’s not improve resilience.   

TOR (e) 

I cannot stress STRETTON highly enough  

TOR (f) 

Please take the lead in building standards. The BAL system used by the states is based on 
AS3959. It is so bereft of science and so bereft of evidence. It gives people a dangerous sense 
of security that it protects their house when it is an absolute miscarriage of justice to require 
people to apply these standards.  

The Victorian R C condemned AS3959 but then said keep using it.  

If you follow up this angle, please contact me for chapter and verse.   

 

TOR (g)  

Please refer to following paper  

 
2 
 
I have put several posts on my LinkedIn since last September. One fire in Queensland , 
several in NSW and several in Victoria. All except one shows clearly they let them run for 
days and weeks before the severe weather pushed them into settlements and towns. There 
was no attempt at suppression.  
 
 
3 
 
  



The Changing Status of Bushfire Management in Victoria 
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Background  
Bushfire management on public forests in Victoria has had a checkered history, ranging from 
government neglect to government control under scientific guidance to today’s model of   
government control under an anti-humanist idealogy. Throughout Victoria’s history, 
bushfires on public land have inflicted damage on private property, and vice versa. 
Government control of bushfires eventually came about after a long period after continued 
pressure from foresters wanting to protect public forest assets, but not until a major disaster in 
1939 and a scathing Royal Commission by Justice Stretton in 1939.    
 
Before forestry arrived, there were no government bushfire controls. Bushfires ran freely in 
the public forests and inflict heavy damage to people and properties on severe weather days.    
While forestry ran public public land under government controls, bushfire danger was fires 
escaping from private property into public forest 
Now that doctrinaire Mother Nature managers run public land, bushfires again run freely in 
public forests and inflict heavy damage to people and properties on severe weather days.    
 
Bushfire management has become a political football. Bushfire damage toll is now dependent 
on the political philosophy of the government of the day.    

• The previous long running non-labour (= free enterprise) governments invested 
heavily in renewable forestry on the productive parts of public land to establish 
related industries and sell them produce to provide revenue to manage of public land 
holistically for benefit of the public. Attitude:  Bushfires are a threat to forestry assets. 
Stop them when small.    

• This current long running labour (= socialist, unionist, hard-line environmentalist = 
anti-forestry on public land) government has progressively sold off or closed down 
forestry areas on public land and now runs it like a National Park that excludes human 
interventions and strictly limits public access to allow Mother Nature’s processes to 
occur. Attitude:  Bushfires are a process of Mother Nature and can do no economic 
damage to public land. They let them run.   

• The infrastructure put in over decades by forestry to run public land holistically is still 
in place as is the massive investment in productive tree growing areas. The current 
doctrinaire Mother Nature managers have no need to maintain this infrastructure or 
investment because it has no value to them.  

• The opposition (non-labour) government will reinstate forestry on public land. If a 
non-labour government is voted in, their new policies will renew investment and 
maintenance of these things 

 
Stretton’s findings and principles remain relevant for whoever is in power, but they have 
been lost from Victoria’s public land over the last 20 or so years.   
 
 



Introduction 
 
Last year I published the history of bushfire management in Victoria. It tracks the long battle by 
settlers to survive bushfires and by foresters to win government support for managing and protecting 
forest assets within Victoria’s public land. The problem then as now is that fires running freely in the 
forests break out as unstoppable infernos into private property on severe weather days, and they 
destroy the lives and property of voting taxpayers.  
 
This study is relevant for the Royal Commission because it helps us all to understand how 
government finally put an end to fires running freely in public forests. The principles for damage 
prevention remain relevant today, when fires are again running freely in the public forests again. 
 
For this submission, I have identified five bushfire management eras in Victoria’s forest history for 
examination. It traces the bushfire protection situation in Victoria from aboriginal times, to the early 
settlers’ self-defence period, to patchy government control period, then to full government controls.  
The reference is my E book  
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Victorias-Bushfire-History-1802-to-
Present.pdf 
plus 
http://www.redeagle.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Bushfire-History-Victoria-Part-2-Influence-
of-weather-severity-and-mitigation-strategies-on-the-bushfire-damage-toll-1855-to-Present.pdf 
plus 
1939 Stretton Royal Commission Report 
 
I recently watched ABC’s Australian Story about the NSW aboriginal man Victor Steffensen 
promoting traditional aboriginal cool burns in public land forests as a way of protecting rural people 
and properties from the destructive high intensity bushfires of last spring / summer. It struck a sad 
chord with me because as a career forester on public land forests, our core practice was to conduct 
control burns to reduce bushfire intensity either to protect forestry assets and adjacent private property 
or to improve chances of successful suppression.  
 
Why is public land now a source of fear and terror by bushfire? 
 
Forestry practices have been progressively excluded from public land over the past 20 - 30 years by 
government policy and public land is now run as National Parks under a doctrinaire Mother Nature 
philosophy that aims to exclude human intervention. After a career as a professional natural resources 
manager, I can authoritatively declare the philosophy is distorted. It regards the non-aborigine human 
(= the voting taxpayer) as an enemy of Mother Nature (to be excluded) and believes public land can 
be run is blissful isolation of impact of Mother Nature processes on surrounding properties.  
 
I call this the doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy to distinguish it from the managed Mother Nature 
philosophy that guides classical natural resources management that includes forestry, soil, water, 
meteorology, astronomy, flora and fauna management and bushfire management. (Refer to 
POSTSCRIPT Thoughts on Mother Nature for the Wise – see below)  
 
The doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy regards bushfire as a natural process on public land. Its 
managers now choose to let fires run in mild weather and on a severe weather day, they cannot be 
stopped, but they let them run on the mild days following. Why do they let them run? Mother Nature 
processes are more important than impact on humans. Contrast this with bushfire management under 
the managed Mother Nature philosophy. We stop all fires when small in mild weather and on a severe 
weather day, we organise to stop their spread overnight and black them out in the mild days 



following. Why did we stop them when small? We managed Mother Nature processes to prevent 
damaging impact on humans. To reduce expenditure from the public purse, prevent damage to public 
land assets, prevent damage to private property assets.  
 
The doctrinaire philosophy does not cause harm to the voting taxpayer if the fire confines itself to 
public land, but fails when Mother Nature sends us severe weather days, when it breaks out into 
private property as an unstoppable inferno and inflicts massive destruction.  
 
The philosophy proved to be very dangerous and destructive to the voting taxpayer last fire season 
and very expensive to state and federal government coffers which are filled up by the voting taxpayer.   
 
I use this submission to call on the Federal government to use its influence to extinguish this 
doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy from public land in Australia and replace it with a managed 
Mother Nature philosophy that benefits humanity.   
 
 
Part 1  The pre-settlement aboriginal bushfire milieu – Victoria before 1840’s  
 
NSW aboriginal man Victor Steffensen was taught cool burning knowledge and skills at Cape York 
by two respected local elders. His skills are now much in demand in NSW since the bushfires last 
summer. He has a gentle hands-on teaching method and a simple message. Aborigines have cared for 
the environment for a long time. Listen to them. Cool burning is good for flora and fauna and keeps 
weeds away. His message is more cool burns must be done. It can prevent high intensity fires. It can 
help Australians deal with climate change. He needs a thousand people trained up like him to 
implement it. People like his message. 
 
About the elders: A PhD student confirmed that the elders’ knowledge of ecology and fire 
effects was exceptionally broad. They were later made honorary PhD’s. Steffensen filmed them 
teaching and doing. They clearly had the strong instinct / feeling that their National Park needed a 
good burn because the weeds and scrub were too thick = unhealthy. Their first burn was in the N P 
without permission and it burnt so well, they feared getting into trouble. They burnt by instinct and 
long-lost memory, rather than by a system. They rediscovered that repeat annual burns kills weeds 
and restores more native species, and the fauna returned. = healthy. Their burning was in a grassy 
woodland in a remote N P. They are guided by memory, feelings and instinct. There is no systematic 
science involved.      
 
Let’s look at known and deduced aboriginal use of fire in Victoria.  
 
There is a lot of evidence that Victorian aborigines used and managed fire skilfully for specific 
purposes, eg, for warmth, cooking and as a tool. There is evidence they taught the early settlers some 
of these skills for dealing with bushfires, including:    

• Ignite a fire 
• Make a portable fire lighter 
• Light dry undergrowth with a fire torch  
• Light undergrowth to clear it away for a pathway or for visibility underfoot   
• How to suppress fires out with green boughs 
• How to seek shelter from bushfires in creek beds  
• How to light fire ahead of running bushfire to create burnt out refuge,  
• How to light fires now for green pick later  
• How to light fire upwind to smoke out animals or enemy  



 
We can confidently deduce that when they used fire, there were no towns and settlements in the path 
of their fires. They let their fires run until they self-extinguished. They did not contemplate control 
lines or firebreaks or quantitatively measure fuel particle or fuel bed characteristics before 
undertaking burns. The INSET summarises evidence from William Buckley and early Victorian 
settlers regarding aboriginal fire practices, with more deductions.   
 
INSET 
Pre-settlement aboriginal fire applications in Victoria  
There is plenty of evidence that Victorian aborigines frequently burnt the bush around their woodland 
territories. They kept away from dense bush, partly for fear of imaginary tribes and partly because 
food was too hard to find and access too difficult. They burnt out of practicality for survival. Eg, to 
smoke out local animals for food, to clear a pathway through dense scrub to prevent scratches and 
cuts or so they can see the snakes. They used fire against their enemies, eg, against Thomas Mitchell’s 
exploration party – burning the grass in his path so his stock would have no feed. They may have 
burnt for short term primitive farming, eg, burn this patch so that the kangaroos will come back in a 
few weeks for the green pick. I suggest that the longer term planning concept of - burn here in autumn 
so the kangaroos will feed here in spring was not practiced because their tribal environment was 
unsettling. Buckley lived with the Victorian aborigines for 32 years and gave no report about their 
burning practices or astronomy skills, suggesting they were not top of mind. His tribes were hunter 
gatherers within a broad territory. They moved on when food became too hard to find. As simple as 
that. They stayed at the next place until food became too hard to find. And so on. All the while, they 
lived in fear of surprise attacks by day and night by non-allied tribes. They were culturally compelled 
to deliver retribution attacks. Then they lived in constant fear of revenge attacks. I suspect it is very 
difficult to develop a long-term approach to their homeland in that fearful environment.   
 
How relevant / effective is cool burning in today’s world? 
Aborigines are reinventing their image as spiritual custodians of the land and forests. The aborigines 
are saying they managed the land for 40,000+ years with cool burns that were beneficial for plants 
and animals and this subdued high intensity fires. The Bill Gamage book promotes this heritage and 
its potential for application today.  
 
On the one hand, it might be too big a step from primitive use of fire for hunter-gathering to 
application to protect properties and towns from bushfire damage. We all agree that frequent burning 
creates grassy understories, but the issue is not technique but regulatory hurdles to get burning 
approvals near properties and towns and approvals for environmental sensitivities.  
 
On the other hand, however, I can foresee the current National Parks managers embracing their skills 
and services because they will see aborigines as spiritual descendants of Mother Nature (see Part 5 
below) and therefore adopt their inherited knowledge of caring for flora and fauna. I can foresee 
aboriginal cool burns finally breaking their ecological management reluctance if the current era of 
doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy survives the next election.  
 
Well done to the aborigines for offering a solution to the bushfire problem. Locals are calling for 
more frequent burns but the government has deaf ears and the foresters voice is anathema to this 
government. Control burns are not done in N P’s because there is little money, the regulations are 
forbidding and the park managers are reluctant to play Mother Nature with burning regimes, claiming 
no evidence yet. But it is a Catch 22. They will not burn because they have no evidence of outcome, 
and they have no evidence because they do not burn. Hiring aborigines to do cool burns relieves them 



of a tormenting decision and at last Nat Parks will get some habitat burning to boost biodiversity. 
They might even allow aborigines to do cool burning near adjacent towns for protection.  
 
 
 
Part 2  Early settlement bushfire toleration / laissez faire era - 1840’s to 1940’s  
Fire brigades existed in towns from the 1840’s in Victoria. They were owned by insurance companies 
and were in major cities. They only attended fires in buildings insured by them. Later, progressively 
more regional towns funded their own brigade trucks for town fire protection. Apart from rather weak 
legislation about lighting fires, there was no government involvement or funding in fire-fighting till 
late 1800’s, when the forerunners of today’s MFB and CFA were able to formally register brigades 
and begin consideration of fire administration.    
 
When towns were threatened by bushfires, locals volunteered in large numbers and it was all hands on 
deck to defend the town. Local leaders arose to direct back burning and suppression operations. They 
sent riders to warn the next town that a big one was on the way. Government helped to coordinate 
post-disaster donations, but there was no government assistance in rebuilding or welfare.  
When fire damage occurred, police investigations hit a wall of silence. Neighbours refused to dob in 
their neighbour because everybody lit their own fires and everybody let them run. If fires ran into the 
bush, nobody put them out so they might burn for weeks. Summers in rural Victoria were typically 
smoky affairs. Then every severe weather day, angry fires would run out into the paddocks to threaten 
and destroy farms and crops and towns. These practices continued in many areas until the 1940’s and 
later.  
 
How relevant / effective in today’s world is lack of government control? 
Not suitable. People were flying blind. Summers were smoky forests and smoky skies like last spring 
/ summer in Australia. The bushfire protection outcome of this era was persistent tragedy and 
economic loss. They had no weather forecasts and no prior warning except smoke overhead or burnt 
leaves falling into their yard. Survival was in part proportional to experience or tips from the 
experienced, but generally under the control of luck – especially the timing of the wind change. The 
one overriding positive was the community willingness to self-defend and to help their neighbours do 
so. This approach now contravenes current fire agency policy. If a fire threatens today, evacuation is 
demanded, and self-defenders are given neither incentive nor policy support.   
 
The constant summer burning in forests may well have reduced fire intensity of bushfires that 
attacked towns if burnt areas were in correct alignment with wind direction and fire location and 
house. But if not, they would quickly grab their fire stick and burn out the flammable fuel around their 
house and barns before the flames hit. Of course, their fire would escape downwind, but they were 
now safe. However, the flame is one thing. They were still exposed to embers, but probably never 
mastered them. They would erect wet blankets over walls and roof and splash spot fires on the roof 
with relays of buckets passed by volunteers, perhaps not realising that open windows and doors let 
embers inside. 
 
Part 3 Patchy government control era Forester-driven fire protection 1910’s to 1940’s  
Forests were seen as commons or wastelands for any public purpose, eg, grazing, timber getting, 
dumping rubbish, mining. Foresters were annoying rebels in the Victorian government from the start, 
and a threat to the freedoms of the locals. They started off in a small unit within the Lands 
Department (and once in the Mines Department) in the late 1800’s. They challenged the Mines 
Department and the Lands Department, who between them, had allowed locals, miners, settlers and 
townsfolk to plunder Victoria’s eucalypt forests during the 1800’s. They convinced government to 
reserve productive public land from sale so that future timber supplies can be ensured. They saw 



bushfires as a major threat. They called for protection of Reserved Forests with introduction of 
forestry management and protection of this forestry resource with good bushfire management.  
 
Finally, in 1919, after a long running Royal Commission, an independent forestry department was 
formed, Forests Commission Victoria (FCV), but Lands Minister continued to dispense its revenue 
and control grazing licences on public land. The FCV complained persistently that fires lit by graziers 
threatened and burnt high value forests. But the grazier’s fires continued to be lit and run through the 
forest. Big fires of 1926 and 1932 destroyed huge slabs of high value forests and local communities 
living and working within them. The government was unmoved. In 1927, FCV established and part 
funded volunteer Bushfire Brigades, primarily to stop bushfires running into adjacent forests but the 
side benefit was general fire protection of local communities. In 1938/39, numerous running fires 
coalesced and over several severe weather days killing 71 people and burning out more than 3 million 
ha, including the highly valuable mountain ash forests that the FCV planned for building our houses 
and furniture for ever more.  
 
Judge Stretton’s 1939 Royal Commission was unusual because it searched for underlying causes and 
determined to deliver practical solutions, which demanded access to the truth.  
The truth was hard to find. Much of the evidence was coloured by self interest. Much of it was quite false. Little 
of it was wholly truthful. The timber-workers were afraid that if they gave evidence they would not be given 
future employment in the mills. Some of them, disregarding advice, gave evidence, which was clearly truthful. 
The Forest Officers were, in the main, youngish men of very good character. Mostly, they were afraid that if 
they were too outspoken, their future advancement 
in the Forests Commission’s employ would be endangered. Some of them had become too 
friendly with the millers; It was regrettable that some of the saw-millers and some of the Forestry Officers were 
loud in praise of one another, when, to the knowledge of both each had neglected many obligations in the matter 
of fire prevention and suppression. 
 
The terms of reference included tasks that have never reappeared in subsequent bushfire inquiries - 
how to prevent future outbreaks, future spread and future loss of life and property.   
To report on … “the measures which are necessary or desirable to be taken by any and what persons, 
corporations, or bodies:  
“to prevent the outbreak of bushfires in Victoria,  
 to prevent the spreading of such fires; and  
“to protect life and private and public property in the event of bush fires burning in Victoria”. 
 
His search was colourful with a brutal honesty but effective. Eg, he condemned the FCV for 
presenting “yes-men” witnesses. He declared the FCV failed in its duty of fire prevention and 
suppression due to underfunding and under staffing, but blamed the government for this. He 
condemned interference by Minister for Lands in FCV’s fire management efforts.  
a large portion of the moneys available for expenditure upon fire prevention works has been taken from the 
control of the Commission (by the Minister of Forests and Lands = Lind).   
He found the Board of Works’ water catchments contributed to the spread of fires by failing to 
conduct prevention works, particularly control burning.  
It is found that the condition of the Board’s areas assisted the spread of fires which occurred in January 1939; 
that the destruction of private property resulted, and that had preventive burning been employed within the areas 
and more widely employed on the margins of those areas, such spread would have been retarded, and such 
destruction would have been avoided.  
He warned that  a recurrence of spread of fire and destruction of property may well occur in a normal bush fire 
season if the areas of the Board are not compartmented by strip-burning and if more effective margin burning is 
not carried out. 
 
He finally recommended some key reforms that eliminated actual causes of the 1939 disaster, 
including:  



• Stop all fires running in summer anywhere, in both forest and farmland,  
• ban fire lighting outdoors during the declared fire season,  
• Full independence by FCV to conduct properly funded fire prevention works and 

suppression in forest on public land.  
According to the Forestry Authorities of the world, the first consideration of the forester is or ought to be, the 
prevention and suppression of fire. Prevention in the absolute degree being impossible, quick suppression is 
the imperative first step. 

• He also recommended reforms for Country Fire Brigades Board, eg to better coordinate 
volunteer rural brigades and empower them to do prevention works.  

 
Nothing happened for another six years because the powerful Lands Minister and supporting lobby 
groups resented and rejected Stretton’s findings.  
 
How relevant / effective in today’s world is patchy government control? 
It is ineffective.   
Large fires continued on both private agricultural land and public land forests because there was no 
legal mechanism or resources or will to prevent their spread. Much death and damage was wrought to 
farms, forests and settlements during this era.  
 
 
Part 4  Full government controls - Mark 1 Post Stretton era 1945 to 1990’s 
Mark 1 is aggressive suppression policy with adequate resources supported by prevention works 
(infrastructure and mitigation works) to facilitate suppression and to protect settlements and core 
assets. Suppression and prevention was informed by active technical / scientific investigation. The 
overriding protective principle was that fire intensity in forests and grasslands is reduced by reducing 
their fuel load.  
 
Private property  The rural brigades continued their volunteer responses. They undertook local 
prevention works informally on demand, but were not equipped for systematic prevention work. The 
suppression model was based on rapid-response-local-protection – report a fire, drop tools, go to site, 
put it out, return to work a few hours later. As CFA coordination improved, brigades were sent further 
afield.     
 
Public land  In 1945, the government overcame resistance of the Lands Minister and rural lobby, 
and gave FCV full control over fire management on Victoria’s public land estate. The Bushfire 
Brigades had to go to the CFA, whose predecessor already had many volunteer rural brigades under 
its wing in farmland areas.   
Control burning on the forest estate was small scale till the early 1960’s, done strategically to protect 
forestry assets from private property fires and after Stretton’s urgings, protect private property assets 
from forest fire escapes. The knowledge from McArthur’s bushfire and control burning Leaflets in the 
1960’s and the innovation of aerial burning gave FCV the confidence and means to do large scale 
control burning.  
 
From then onwards, FCV actively drove the bushfire response on public land in Victoria, the bushfire 
prone capital of the world. Its policy was to aggressively suppress bushfires on public land with the 
mantra of “fast determined and thorough”, to maintain a network of tracks and fire towers and trained 
staff, and to conduct substantial broad scale control burning in the distant forests and small scale 
burning in forest areas near towns. FCV also funded an in-house bushfire research unit. 
 
But times were a-changing, as were attitudes by new public land managers to bushfires on public 
land. In the late 1980’s early 1990’s, I was senior statewide fire planner for Victoria’s State Forests 



and National Parks. The proportion of fires that escaped from public land was by now negligible. The 
proportion of fires that escaped from private property was still a major concern, as 1983 Ash 
Wednesday fires had recently reinforced, when large areas of productive forestry were destroyed.   
 
Our fire protection branch had to negotiate control burning approvals with the managers of the 
growing band of new National Parks on public land. National Parks management and lobby groups 
were opposed to broad scale control burning. Their stated concern was lack of evidence about effects 
of burning frequencies on flora and fauna on site. Decisions were therefore impossible, so control 
burning was anathema. Yet they made no study or investment or trials to break the inaction deadlock.  
 
They reluctantly agreed to protective burning (eg, adjacent towns or forestry assets) provided it was 
minimal. They finally agreed to the concept of broad scale ecological burns. This was a master stroke 
to ensure continued inaction, because these zones were accorded the lowest budget priority level. It 
was a colour on the fire protection map that the public would see, but presumably their managers and 
lobby groups accepted it because they knew the burns would never happen.  
 
Some wilderness areas had been declared in remote areas. They wanted no human intervention in 
these areas. If a lightning fire occurred, they wanted us to let it run till it self-extinguishes. We were 
practical enough to allow forest bushfires late in the fire season to burn out to gullies and roads, but 
never in a dry spring or a mid-summer. Our argument that these fires will grow and run into 
commercial forestry areas was resisted. I recall the agreement included clauses like minimal 
suppression with hand tools only, definitely no dozers, suppression in high fire danger periods only, 
otherwise let them run.       
 
How relevant / effective in today’s world is full government control - Mark 1? 
The aggressive suppression model backed by prevention works concept is very relevant and very 
effective for today’s world. A careful read of Stretton’s well written judgement reveals it as a timeless 
blueprint for comprehensive bushfire protection on public land and private property and a source of 
best practice principles.   
 
Stretton’s reforms led to immediate substantial improvements in performance over the next 45 years.   
Before the Stretton reforms, almost all the high and highest severity seasons generated serious damage 
toll years. Since Stretton, about half of them did.  
In the 44 years prior to Stretton,  
14 years were high to severe fire seasons and 11 years generated serious damage toll. 11/14=78% 
30 years were low severity fire seasons and 11 years generated serious damage toll. 11/30 = 37% 
 
In the first 45 years of the post Stretton era,  
10 years were high to severe fire seasons and 2 generated serious damage toll.   2/10= 20% 
35 years were low severity fire seasons and 9 years generated serious damage toll. 9/35= 26% 
 
The source of this improvement was the removal of a suite of persistent bushfire causes that had been 
tolerated during Victorian summers for over 100 years. The three significant Stretton policy changes 
were (1) stop all running fires during summer and (2) prevent all unauthorised burning off during 
summer, and (3) prohibit and extinguish all fires on severe weather days [initially called Acute 
weather days, they became known as Total Fire Ban (TFB) days]. 
 
As effective as Stretton’s reforms were initially, the fire authorities focused on suppression responses 
as time passed and failed to use the reforms as a foundation to find ways to prevent damage by large 
inferno bushfires. Instead, they settled into an annual cycle of bushfire season expectation, Their focus 
is revealed by their performance indicators.  



Let me explain.  
Mark 1 aimed to keep the bushfires small, particularly in hot dry periods. The CFA operated without 
defined performance measures for bushfires, other than arrive at scene as soon as possible. The 
performance measure for public land was to keep 80% of fires below 5 ha. That appears at first glance 
to be suitable, but closer examination reveals it is another typical non accountable government KPI. It 
is saying that if 20% of fires exceed 5 ha, the government is happy. But it is the large fires that cause 
the damage, meaning the government, under fire authority advice, has failed to incentivise fire 
agencies to reduce damage caused by large fires. Eg, If the government’s aim was to reduce damage 
by bushfires, the target would aim to lower the number or percentage of large fires, eg > 400ha.  
 
That was one failure. Another was failure of anybody to ask this question – why, when bushfires are 
not natural disasters (that cannot exist without fine flammable fuel on the ground - a very manageable 
commodity), do we have to suffer the same bushfire anxiety problem each year? The correct answer 
would lead to a better stronger target - to aim for zero life loss and zero damage. This reform would 
lead to eradicating the bushfire menace. This reform still awaits a Parliament or a Fire Chief to run 
with it.   
 
 
Part 5  Full Government controls - Mark 2 The Mother Nature era    2000’s onwards  
Mark 2 is an ambivalent suppression policy – generally aggressive on private property and non-
aggressive on public land, which, with forestry gone, is now managed like a National Park,  
 
Emergency Services Judge Stretton called for a State bushfire authority with representative from 
each fire agency to coordinate suppression and prevention works to mitigate damage. That did not 
happen, but Victoria now has an Emergency Services Commissioner to coordinate response to 
bushfires, ie, suppression. Prevention works do not rate as a priority. His sole focus is on suppression 
and resources have indeed been boosted after each damaging bushfire event, even though suppression 
capability is always exceeded on severe weather days. However, two other worrying changes have 
occurred. Firstly, the volunteers’ resolve is being tested by the government’s wish to unionise and 
secondly, attitudes on public land have changed regarding suppression urgency (from fast suppression 
to let-it-run) and control burning (now firmly minimalist).  
 
Private property The government response to bushfires on private property still relies heavily 
on the CFA volunteers, the vast unpaid workforce that was designed to protect local towns. The 
volunteers give the government a financial gift – a very low cost workforce to deal with bushfires. 
The CFA has long been sending its volunteers to distant long-running forest fires to work alongside 
paid CFA people and paid DELWP people. Volunteers have tolerated this discrepancy on the grounds 
of selfless community service, but recent government policies have unsettled their resolve, such that 
many have resigned. The government is expanding firefighter union involvement into rural areas and 
is isolating volunteers into a kind of second rate and badly underfunded department, although still 
called the CFA. Fast forward the government’s plans and we will see lower numbers of volunteers 
and a fully paid professional firefighting service that will be deployed to ever longer-running 
bushfires at full pay including lots of overtime. Treasury will then be staggered at the true cost of 
bushfires and compensation. Hopefully, the then Treasurer will finally say – Enough! I have no 
money left for schools. I can’t put taxes up any higher. Can’t we adopt better policies for bushfires? 
Or better still, why can’t we eliminate bushfires altogether?      
 
Public land  Suppression resources are well funded and are more than adequate for a strong Mark 
1 response, but attitudes of the managers of public land managers have changed in two areas –
prevention works and suppression response.  



Prevention works: Mitigations like broad area control burning and track maintenance have been 
reducing for the past 20 years on public land due to gross underfunding and ideological constraints, ie, 
they are perceived to be damaging to Mother Nature’s environment. The approval process for a 
control burn is now tortuously bureaucratic with difficult to satisfy environmental and public health 
concerns. It is understandable that if a bushfire occurs in a N P or forest area, they tend to let it run a 
bit, rather than stop it. After all, bushfire is a natural process. Hence the genesis of the “control 
burning by bushfire” attitude.  
 
Suppression response: During this period, massive bushfires have been allowed to develop, eg, 1 
million ha plus fires that were allowed to run for several weeks. When long periods of mild weather 
were used to extend the fire area rather than minimise boundary perimeter, I deduced a change in 
suppression policy. I warned Parliamentarians of this aspect daily during million plus ha fires of the 
mid 2000’s, but it fell on deaf ears, even though each extra day was burning Treasury money, 
diverting it from productive community investment.  
 
This and the other concern of mis-truthing that arose during this period were confirmed in a Federal 
government inquiry that the Premier refused his government’s cooperation. A senior Melbourne based 
Channel 9 political reporter Charles Slade told the Federal Bushfire inquiry under oath the following:  
“Slade said the Department of Sustainability and Environment had "spin doctors" exaggerating the 
seriousness of the fires in an attempt to win more funding at the expense of Parks Victoria and the 
Country Fire Authority. He alleged initial bushfire outbreaks were allowed to act as a natural 
backburn to reduce fuel loads in national parks, which had been neglected for years. But, as the fires 
got out of control, the truth was covered up and the department embarked on a "heroic" campaign to 
"save a town a day", he told the inquiry. As part of this, Bureau of Meteorology weather reports had 
been doctored to engineer a sense of crisis and support alarmist information in the department's media 
releases, Slade said. This forced media outlets, including Channel Nine, to file "beat-ups" that did not 
reflect the real situation, he said   The Age  30 July 2003 
 
The Age reported angry objections by Premier Bracks, eg, that Slade’s comments are insulting to the 
fire fighters etc, and cannot understand why he said them, but there was no strong denial. However, 
when seen in the light of the Premier’s refusal to cooperate, Slade’s independent and perhaps 
whistleblowing insider evidence appears convincing about three issues – letting the fires run to make 
up for control burning neglect, winning more funding by prolonging the bushfire and exaggerating the 
danger contrary to the truth.        
 
Let me explain what “winning more money” means.  Benefits flow to cash strapped departments 
when they declare it a bushfire. They get unlimited money from Treasury, so they can do lots of 
deferred “improvements” to local roads and other infrastructure and pay staff under the name of 
bushfire payments.  

• If a bushfire occurs in mild weather, they can either stop it or let it run to distant control lines. 
They do the latter because they disdain use of bulldozers in public land. 

• If a bushfire occurs during severe weather, they cannot stop it, so they aim to contain it within 
distant boundaries. A bushfire is after all, Mother Nature’s way.  

The longer the fire runs, the more non-departmental money they win.  
 
Let me explain the implications of mis truthing by government Easy access to factual bushfire data 
once available back to 1919 has all but disappeared. CFA report highlights in Annual Reports. 
DELWP Annual Report provides little more than the few performance measures that Treasury 
requires. The performance measures are meaningless to the bushfire professional, but Treasury and 
Parliament accept them.  
 



Let me explain about performance measures Bushfire damage is not reported to government or to 
the public. This confirms damage reduction / prevention is not a corporate performance measure. 
Area burnt by bushfire used to be an indication of fire season severity. Not so in Victoria in the last 20 
years. Bushfires are now counted as area burnt alongside the declining prescribed burn totals and are 
now incorporated as a positive risk-reducing benefit into a new measure of bushfire risk on public 
land.   
 
Let me explain the new bushfire risk measure on public land. It is a percentage residual risk level. 
Risk level is based on the concept that (1) area burnt on public land anywhere in Victoria, whether by 
control burn or bushfire, reduces the bushfire risk across the whole of public land forest, and that (2) 
the larger the area burnt in a given year, the lower the risk becomes next 2 – 3 years. For example, it 
proposes that a 10,000 ha burn in Mansfield reduces the risk level of the whole state, including say, in 
the Grampians, a few hundred km distant. This is anti-science but that is irrelevant because in recent 
years, the area of bushfires has exceeded the control burn area, meaning that less control burns have to 
be done.  
   
The following chart even demonstrates how unsatisfactory this performance measure is, but DELWP, 
Emergency Services, IGEM and Treasury adopted it as a primary performance measure despite this 
deficiency.  
       

    
Chart shows that in 2009 and 1983, when two of Victoria’s worst bushfire tragedies occurred, residual risk 
indicator was lowest. 
 
Footnote: To the bushfire professional, this risk concept is profoundly meaningless and has no 
scientific or logical support, but is emblematic of the government priority of protecting Mother 
Nature’s processes at the expense of people, their property and their lifestyle. Finally, it is it perhaps 
predictable that in the doctrinaire Mother Nature era, science has gone out the window, replaced by 
the bizarre.  
   
In summary, during the recent doctrinaire Mother Nature era, the government (1) has allowed the 
public land fire agency to progressively implement a form of “control burning by bushfires”, where it 
lets fires run instead of applying the fast and determined suppression approach of the FCV days, (2) 
has obscured public access to base factual data that has been provided publicly since 1919, and (3) has 
allowed it to adopt a performance measure that is professionally meaningless, but effectively devalues 
the benefit of control burning as a tool to reduce bushfire risk level. This is a victory of political 
idealogy over concern for the people and their assets.  
 



How relevant / effective in today’s world is full government control - Mark 2 
Mark 2 breaks the rules of best practice bushfire suppression, but it is consistent with the 
government’s policy of managing public land according to Mother Nature’s processes, and the 
government is apparently happy to pay massive suppression payments and massive compensation to 
burnt out locals.   
 
Government trust in suppression as their only method to protect the public and their property using 
well-funded suppression resources remains intact even though (1) the designer capability of 
suppression resources is always exceeded in severe weather and (2) the fire agencies do insufficient 
mitigation works to allow a safe working place for fire fighters in threatened towns, meaning towns 
are not capable of protection from bushfires.   
 
Excluding last fire season, the damage toll rate over the previous 22-year period is returning to pre-
Stretton rates.     
 
Over that 22 years: 
11 years were high to severe fire seasons and 7 years generated serious damage toll.    7/11=63% 
Pre stretton = 78%  post stretton =  20% 
11 years were low severity fire seasons and 4 years generated serious damage toll.  4/11=36% 
Pre stretton = 37%  post stretton =  26% 
 
 
Discussion 
The wheel has turned. The Stretton reforms set Victoria on the right path to reduce bushfire damage to 
forests and to the people. Implementation was not always perfect, but we foresters aspired to achieve 
the right outcomes – minimise damage to public land assets and prevent bushfire escapes from public 
land. It is understandable that current public land managers now let bushfires run because they cannot 
cause assessable damage to public land.  
 
However, their policy of delayed suppression without prevention works has returned the wheel to the 
pre-Stretton era. We ex-public land foresters are out of the picture now, but we can only urge public 
land managers to adhere to the Stretton principles because public land has now become the source of 
destruction and terror for its neighbours and budget trauma for Treasury.  
 
Last spring, 2019, I documented the growth of several bushfires in Qld, NSW and Victoria. The 
consistent feature of all but one bushfire was that the government let bushfires run in National Parks 
and forested lands in mild weather instead of suppressing them when small. I wish I had evidence to 
the contrary, but I have to accept this is now a common policy = control burning by bushfire. NSW 
government watched on as their let-it-burn bushfires burnt systematically from Byron Bay to 
Bateman’s Bay from September to December through heavily drought stressed forests. Each fire grew 
too large to stop. Resources were allocated to protect adjacent settlements when threatened rather than 
to prevent their spread. When severe weather came, they ran out into settlements and towns, causing 
mass destruction and death. The almost complete burnout of the green N P areas on the NSW map 
was clinical.  
 
I have documented the four East Gippsland fires that started in late November 2019. Only the Bruthen 
fire was contained and held. The other three were allowed to run during three weeks of mild weather 
through National Parks, largely unchecked, in drought stressed forest. I am told that National Parks 
banned the fire control team from control line / back burning operations in the Roger River plateau 
country for environmental reasons. Their let-it-burn strategy failed to anticipate the foreseeable 
nightmare danger scenario - a severe weather day with strong NW winds at right angles to a long fire 



edges. Those days came and mass destruction befell fire-agency-trusting people and their property. 
Sadly for the local fauna, it destroyed large areas of their habitat and their lives.  
 
 
The government of the day has allowed fire agencies to pursue this direction. The government was 
democratically elected, so I must accept that people support that direction. As a bushfire professional, 
I see major divergence from best practice bushfire management is occurring and that it is causing 
death and destruction and I am duty bound to call it out and demand that the government orders fire 
agencies to return to best practice immediately.  
 
It is now more relevant and more urgent than ever for the government to re-read Stretton’s well 
written judgement and realign fire agencies with its timeless blueprint for comprehensive bushfire 
protection on public land and private property and to adopt it as a source of best practice principles.   
It is now more urgent than ever to remind public land managers of Stretton’s advice regarding their 
liability for compensation as owners of land with a dangerous fuel condition.   
Compensation for Damage by Spread of Fire.—Where the spread of fire from any land, by whomsoever 
occupied, or if unoccupied, by whomsoever owned, is caused to adjoining or adjacent land or any property 
thereon, whether real or personal, by reason of the fact that such first-mentioned land was in a dangerous 
condition, the occupier or owner (as the case may be) of any such first-mentioned land should be liable to 
compensate the occupier or owner (as the case may be) of such last-mentioned land.  
 
 
Post script  A thought or two about Mother Nature for the wise 
 
It appears that a large part of the Board’s policy of prevention of outbreak and spread of fires is to be left to 
Nature. Nature, however, in another department of its working sends the abnormal season which encourages the 
major fire which consumes the forest. STRETTON, 1939 
 
Mother Nature has created a magical range of life forms and behaviours in the plant and animal 
world. But be not fooled. She is a cruel impartial mistress. She has no concern about the individual 
animal or plant. She hard-wired lions to eat zebras, but she has no feeling for the felled zebra. Instead 
she has hard-wired the zebra species to survive. She works at the species level. Can you discern that I 
have been a district manager in the Fisheries and Wildlife department? She invented the dinosaurs, 
and they flourished for a while in the coincidentally appropriate climate. Then the asteroid came and 
they all vanished. But no, not all. The small feathered dinosaur species survived, and Mother Nature’s 
mechanisms have allowed them to survive as our bird species today and thrive in tremendous variety 
and colour and size.  
Does Mother Nature apply this attitude to humans? She has hard-wired the human species to survive 
at the species level. But she has also hard-wired humans to truly care for the individual of the species. 
Adults will cry over a dead child they do not even know. No other animal does this beyond the 
instinct or survival level. In addition, Mother Nature has hard-wired humans to identify and learn her 
laws and to apply them to solve problems.   
Fire is a Mother Nature invention. At 1000C it is deadly to all forms of life. Living cells die at only 
60C. But Mother Nature has hard-wired humans to discover her laws about fire and learn to master 
them.  
And so it is with bushfires. The high priests of doctrinaire Mother Nature philosophy appear to be 
implementing an aberration of Mother Nature’s laws. They are inflicting a disaster upon the human 
individual by letting bushfires run freely in Mother Nature’s wonderlands. They are disregarding 
known solutions about bushfire management and are creating scenarios that show no regard for fellow 
humans by letting hot fires get too close to people. But Mother Nature may not be displeased because 
she had also hard-wired people to make interpretations. She is impartial. She also hard-wired the 



human species to seek common sense and logic and the truth. She has watched on as human history 
waxed and waned between common sense and ideological extremes.   
 
 
 



Meanwhile, what is going on in Victoria?   
Denis O’Bryan, Red Eagle Bushfire Protection Services, 29 Dec 2019  
(1) Fire agencies are presenting Far East Gippsland with a potential 50 km fire front 
tomorrow, courtesy the Snowy River bushfire. The condition of its SE perimeter is a mystery, 
but based on vehicle allocations, they are letting it run rather than aggressively suppressing it.  
 
Information is scarce. Regular Tweets like the RFS gives out would be useful.  
Has the “suppression-when-small policy” in National Parks gone missing since the 
Noughties? We don’t want National Parks in drought years here and in NSW to become 
known as sources of potential destruction of adjacent properties by hellfire, do we?  
Perhaps people will gradually realise that self-defence is an essential tool for their property’s 
management when they understand that fire agencies cannot or will not suppress these fires.   
 
The Snowy River National Park bushfire has now been running for over a month and only the 
eastern end is growing.  
 
Is history about to repeat tomorrow?    2003, 2014, now 2019?  Probably not, if its expansion 
on 20 Dec is a guideline. Luckily, much is high elevation plateau / tall tree country.   
There was even an inquiry after the 2014 one. Let’s hope Goongerah has been protected since 
then. Let’s hope Orbost has been protected. Otherwise learnings may not be hitting the mark.   
 

 
 
Let’s overlay this fire area approximately onto this fire history map FYI:

 
 



(2) The official request to evacuate on a non-TFB day is controversial.  
 
A moderate NE then NW wind is forecast tomorrow. A Total Fire Ban is NOT forecast for 
East Gippsland, but on the TV they are asking 30,000 visitors to leave East Gippsland now, 
whereas the on-line print media are saying everyone must leave. It seems a bit extreme, as 
does the Falls Festival cancellation in the Otways, where there are no current bushfires. We 
can make any area bushfire-protected. If the threat of bushfires leads authorities to kick 
people out of rural areas, we suggest they use their huge budgets to make the bush safer.    

 
   
BOM forecast for Monday 30 December Winds north to north easterly 15 to 20 km/h 
tending north to north westerly 25 to 35 km/h during the morning. Overnight temperatures 
falling to between 16 and 23 with daytime temperatures reaching 34 to 42.  
 
Weather.com forecasts 20% RH and 38C and 34 kph winds, which puts the FDI just above 
50, which was the trigger for a TFB. If they are so worried about their fires, why did they not 
declare a TFB? We will keep an eye on the weather.  
     
The official request to evacuate on a non-TFB day is controversial. It is difficult to justify on 
the basis of the weather forecast and it implies absolutely no confidence by officials in the 
normal advice about go to a safe place, or stay inside – it is too late to leave, etc. If visitors 
and locals cannot be safe in E G towns, our fire agencies have failed us all. I would be very 
comfortable to stay put.  
  
The official reason was concern that the Princess Highway could be cut off for a few days, 
and people would be forced to stay in E G longer. Why is that so bad?  So much for the E G 
economy in the middle of future fire seasons. If the Princess Hwy cannot be held open for 
normal travel and commerce in summer, our fire agencies have failed us all. I would be very 
comfortable to stay put.  
 
The performance of the four troublesome fires over the past fortnight does not justify the 
request to evacuate. The testing day was 20 December:   

• The Barmouth Spur fire had 16 vehicles allocated to 9.500ha. It expanded SE to 
50,000 ha, running smack into the Bruthen fire. It has since expanded to 78,000 ha 
due to burning-out consolidations.   

• The Bruthen fire stayed at 10,000 ha and has not grown since.  
• The Ensay fire was virtually unaffected 19,000 to 20,000ha and has not grown since 
• The Snowy River fire grew from 18,000 to 27,000 ha. It has since grown organically 

to 33,000ha, mainly in the eastern end.  
 
I am not sure where the Princes Hwy will be cut off for a few days.  



Here is what we know so far:  
 

 
 
20 Dec AM          Barmouth spur   Ensay  Bruthen  Snowy R N P  

9,400 ha     19,000 ha  10,000 approx  19,600 ha  
24 vehicles were on the Snowy fire.  Perimeter approx 100km.  
If vehicle allocations reflect concern levels of the authorities, this is hardly a committed 
response on a severe weather day, is it?  
If all are on danger side, this is an average of 2 vehicles per 4 km.   
By comparison, The Ensay fire had 50 vehicles for similar perimeter. 
Or maybe these figures are spurious?  
 

 
 
22 Dec  Barmouth spur   Ensay  Bruthen  Snowy R N P  
  51,900 ha  20,000 ha  10,000 approx  27,600 ha 
12 vehicles on the Snowy fire.  Perimeter is well over 100km. Ensay had 74 vehicles.  
Barmouth had 31 vehicles.  



 
The Barmouth and Bruthen fires may well have been amalgamated. Information is scarce in 
Victoria. The 10,000 ha may have been added to the 65,900 ha to get to 78,000.   
 
26 Dec  Barmouth spur   Ensay  Bruthen  Snowy R N P  
  65,900 ha   20,000 ha 10,000 approx  31,000 ha  
20 vehicles today on the Snowy fire.  Perimeter is well over 100km  
 
 

 
 
29 Dec  Barmouth spur   Ensay  Bruthen  Snowy R N P 
  78,300 ha  20,000 ha 10,000 approx  33,700 ha 
22 vehicles today on the Snowy fire.  Perimeter is well over 100km.  Ensay had 18 vehicles.  
Barmouth had 31 vehicles.  
 

 
 



 

How, Why and Where the East Gippsland fires started and spread out of control 
 
Denis O’Bryan 
Red Eagle Bushfire Protection Services  
5 Jan 2020  
 
Introduction 
 
This note uses two frameworks to present publicly available fire growth data for four recent fires that grew beyond control of fire agencies in East Gippsland 
between November 2019 and January 2020.   
 
Framework 1 A bushfire agency’s roles are to prevent and suppress fire. For a given site and a given fire, both roles require decisions and budget and 
appropriate resources. If a decision is made to prevent and suppress a given site or fire or not to do so, the agency is responsible for the outcomes and the 
consequences. In the case of bushfires, if the decision is made to contain or defer containment of its spread, the fire agency is accountable for outcome and 
consequences because it is required to consider these things in the decision-making process.  
 
Framework 2 Best practice forest fire suppression has derived from accumulated wisdom of forest managers in several continents charged with protecting 
the commercial values of their forests and public liability to adjacent citizens.  

• The best practice initial suppression strategy for a lightning fire in a dry forest early in the fire season can be summarised as “hit hard and keep small 
on night 1”.  

Today’s resources allow responses that restrict spread rate with aircraft and lock in perimeter with mineral earth break, done with hand tools or dozer or both. 
Then black it out to 60m depth and patrol.  
If the initial strategy either fails or is not attempted, a back-up plan is implemented.  

• The best practice backup plan is to confine it within defined control lines and burn it out to the fire edge. Brush up existing tracks and cut new tracks 
with dozers. Two or three large dozers can surround a 20 km perimeter in 2 – 3 days. Make use of existing tracks can take less. Get aerial resources to 
restrict spread.  

The aims of the initial “keep it small” strategy and the subsequent back up strategy are to prevent the fire ever getting out of control, ie, beyond designated 
control lines.   
 



A “let it run” strategy can be a legitimate best practice late in the fire season when fire intensity is low, when flames will self-extinguish in gullies and at 
tracks there is no present or future danger to assets or people in the expected spread zone.  It can be a temporary best practice strategy during out of control 
flame spread when active suppression threatens fire fighter safety.  
 
Using these frameworks, we can subsequently examine evidence of degree of committed attempts at containment.   
What did fire controller believe would stop this fire, now that it was left to run during the summer months?  
Have these communities been prepared for a bushfire attack this year?  
Will they now be prepared?  
Why was each fire not stopped at 20 or 50 ha within the first week?  .  
Why not? Adequate resources were not allocated?  Seek documentary evidence.  
Will evacuated houses be defended?  
How many tankers per town?   
 
This note is in two parts. Part 1 documents the growth of the four fires and Part 2 focused on the W Tree fire growth and escape.  
 
The terrain of each fire under investigation is dissected with parallel and cross running ridgelines and gullies, and management tracks exist at varying density. 
Construction of tracks at fire edge or indirect containment tracks is feasible. Use of gullies as wet containment lines is not reliable.  
     
The note documents publicly available information about when and where the fires started, how they grew, deduced suppression strategy, and control line 
types and location.   
 

  



Part 1   
 
24 November 2019  
Map 1 shows where several lighting strikes were reported on or before 24 November, 2019. Some were suppressed. This report focuses on the four that grew.  
Unless noted, each map that follows is kept approx the same scale to allow a consistent perspective, despite different base maps.  Apologies for varying 
quality of the different maps. 
 

    
Map 1 Location of reported lightning strikes. Yellow outlines are the fires that grew, overlaid from Map 2.   



29 November, 2019 
 

   
Map 2 Four fires either escaped initial or back up control or were allowed to run.   
  
Barmouth fire 
Ignited in remote part of large forest area. 
This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  
After 1 week, Barmouth fire travels some 5 km towards SE and 5 km to north and has grown to 2,200ha, with perimeter over 20 km.  
Entire perimeter is expanding.   
Back up plan is urgently required and expected on entire perimeter 
This back up strategy has either not been attempted or has failed.  
Consequence of suppression inaction: Barmouth fire will grow organically and run with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large 
runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents 
are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   
 
Ensay fire 
Ignited in middle of forest block.  

W Tree fire 

Ensay fire 

Barmouth fire 

Bruthen fire  



This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  
After 1 week, Ensay fire travels some 5 km towards SE, 5 km to west and 5 km to north and has grown to 3,100ha, with perimeter over 25 km.  
Western edge has been stopped at cleared farmland.  
Perimeter is expanding into forest on 2/3 of perimeter.  
Back up plan is urgently required and expected on expanding perimeter.  
Consequence of suppression inaction: Ensay fire will grow organically and run with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large runs 
are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents are at 
risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   
 
Bruthen fire 
Ignited near main road in large forest block.  
This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  
After 1 week, Bruthen fire travels some 15 km towards NW, N and NE and has grown to 9,200ha, with perimeter over 60 km.  
Entire perimeter has been contained, as subsequent maps show. No further perimeter growth occurred.   
This back up strategy has been successfully applied.  
Consequence of suppression inaction: Barmouth fire will grow organically and ran with each wind change. Surrounding settlements are at risk of ember attack. Large 
runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods. Will take fire towards distant settlements. If settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents 
are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority must be to prevent fire spread towards them.   
 
W Tree fire 
Ignited in middle of remote forest area.  
This expected initial strategy either failed or was not attempted.  
After 1 week, W Tree fire travels some 10 km west, stopping at W Tree settlement, 10km north stopping at cleared farmland, 10km S, heading towards cleared farmland, and 
2km east down to the Snowy River. It has grown to 10,700ha, with perimeter over 60 km.  
The problem side of this fire is the remote forest east of the Snowy River.  
The absolute priority should be to prevent any spotting across the Snowy.  
Unfortunately, by now, several spot fires have grown large east of the Snowy, travelling up to a few km already.   
Back up plan is urgently required and expected to stop their perimeters expanding further east.  
Subsequent maps show that fire expansion on eastern side was confined by cleared farmland.  
Consequence of suppression inaction: W Tree fire will grow organically and run easterly with each wind change. Threatened settlements are scores of km distant. 
Plenty of opportunity to stop fire’s run within wilderness area.  
Victoria’s recent history shows that large runs are possible during prolonged strong wind periods in this area. This will take fire towards distant settlements. Surely that will 
not happen again, here.  
Nevertheless, if settlements have not been bushfire-protected, fire fighters and residents are at risk if they defend houses. Therefore, priority for planning must be to prevent 
fire spread towards them.  
 



20 to 26 December Map 3 Collection  Fire spread of all four fires after 29 November  

    
Morning of the severe weather day 20 December      21 December   Aftermath of the severe weather day  
 

      
22 December   Aftermath of the severe weather day      26 December 2019 
Map 3 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Blue line is extent of W Tree fire on 20 Dec   
 
Comment: The Map 3 collection shows no obvious evidence of restricting fire spread in three of the four fires since 29 November. Documentary evidence in fire 
control plans, incident reports, etc will reveal extent of fire agency commitment to stop fire spread, their guiding strategies and their consideration of consequences of their 
actions or inactions. The people will adjudge their actions and bring them to account. Outcomes suggest suppression failure. 



30 December  Morning of the severe weather day 
The Wingan fire came to our attention in afternoon of 29 Nov. It was not suppressed that day. What suppression activity was deployed?  
It ran to the coast on 30 Dec under N winds  

 
Map 4 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   
 
 
 
 

 



31 December  6.30am  
Six breakaway tongues from W Tree fire and two from the Barmouth fire have occurred during afternoon of 30 Dec and overnight.  
 

 
 
Map 5 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   
 
 
Comment: My training and experience is that (1) containment lines breach when there are inadequate resources on the fire edge, (2) that medium 
distance spot fires run when there is no effective suppression or there is zero suppression on site, and (3) that tongues develop from uncontained perimeters at 
will.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

The NW wind kept up overnight on 
30 Dec and by 6.30am on 31 Dec, the 
W Tree fire showed six escape 
tongues had spread up to 10 to 20km 
from yesterday’s fire edge.   
There were also two escapes from the 
Barmouth fire - an escaped tongue on 
the west side and a growing spot fire 
that started a few km downwind from 
the fire edge and now running 
towards Nowa Nowa. 
 
The Wingan fire ran to the coast on 
30 Dec under N winds  
 
By 6.30 am, the wind was from NW 
inland and from SW near coast    
 



Dec 31  11.30 am 

 
Map 6 Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   
 
The four tongues somehow combined to spread towards Cann river some 50 km away in 5 hours 
Assuming the mapping is accurate, this is an average spread rate of 10 kph. Fire spread of an individual flame front through this tall forest would struggle to reach 1 kph. This 
suggests a mass-broad area ember dump may have occurred, possibly induced by tornadic fire activity when four tongues of flame run close together in parallel. This 
possibility needs to be verified with evidence that the fire agencies may have collected.  
A substantial tongue escaped from the Ensay fire and ran past Buchan towards Orbost.  
A new spot fire ignited NE of Orbost, several km downwind of nearest fire edge.  
Thus, we know of ten documented escapes from the fire complex.  
Most were breaches of containment lines or expansions of fire edges not yet under containment.  
Two were spot fires that ignited up to several km downwind from nearest fire edge.    
NOTE: The fire areas on map updates are not necessarily solid with flame. They are most likely the outer limits of the most distant spot fire ignitions. This can be confirmed 
by IR maps.   

 



1 January 2020 

 
Map 7  Yellow line is extent of each fire on 29 Nov. Green is extent all fires on 29 Dec   
 
Relevant questions are:   
Could these escapes have been prevented on 30 and 31 December? No – it is beyond the capability of suppression agencies. 
Evidence to date suggests fire agencies did not understand that such fire spread as this could only have been prevented by stopping their expansion during the 
benign weather of early December. This missed opportunity, despite access to adequate resources is not acceptable.   

 



Part 2  Spread of the W Tree fire up to 26 Dec    
 

 
Map 8 derives from Map 9 Collection   
Yellow line = fire edge on 29 November, light blue = fire edge on 20 Dec, dark blue = fire edge on 21 Dec, green = fire edge on 22 Dec, orange = fire edge on 26 December 
 
These isochrones show the eastern edge expanded unrestrained for 1 month. They put a back-burn line along plateau edge between 22 and 26 Dec 
 
 

 

 

5 km 



Map 9 Collection 
  

    
26 Dec         28 Dec  

    
30 Dec, 1pm         30 Dec, 2.30pm  
 
 
 

  

  



 
30 Dec  9 pm  
 
Map 9 Collection orange = fire edge on 26 December 
The bulbous fire spread on Dec 28 was a probable escape on both sides of the containment line.  
The fire perimeter edge on 30 Dec morning a short length of “wet” line along Roger River and the rest was freely burning. part Roger River.  
The new backburn line does not yet qualify as a containment line. This line escaped a short distance by 1.30pm on 30 Dec, a severe weather day.  
By 2.30pm, it had spotted across the deep Yalmy valley and several tongues were appearing along the southern edge of the uncontained fire perimeter on the plateau.   
 
 
Comment: During the benign December weather, the fire spread approx 13km to the NE over 3 weeks, and another 3 km over the final week, averaging 
500m per day along the tall forest plateau. It expanded at a leisurely pace to 10 km width.    
Several tracks traverse the area which could have been used as control lines. If they were so used, they were apparently unable to stop a 500m per day fire. It 
would indeed be reckless if authorities did not try to stop its spread for an entire month during mild weather. If they did try, it would be incompetence if they 
failed each time.  
Dec 20 was a severe weather day, but a few parts of the perimeter only spread 2 or 3 km on that day. Evidence of suppression activity that day is wanting. 
Nevertheless, there is evidence they brought a burnt line out to the plateau edge by 26 November, four days before a severe weather day.  
 
The key question to be answered in regard to the W Tree fire is this – why after one month of slowly expanding perimeter was there so much uncontained 
edge exposed on two successive severe weather days in a droughted area at the start of the bushfire season.     
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Mallacoota unprepared – bushfire attack and aftermath   
Denis O’Bryan 
Red Eagle Bushfire Protection Services 
1 February 2020 
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Introduction 
 
My earlier Post (30 Dec 2019) lamented Mallacoota’s lack of recent control burning mitigation 
activity by fire authorities, fearing it was inadequate to deal with an impending severe bushfire attack.  
 
But it was not a severe attack. I have been collecting evidence about the attack and find it was a 
lower-end severity attack – with low-ish density ember attack and no running flame within the 
residential area. By contrast, the fire authorities portrayed it as a severe bushfire attack.  
 
Mallacoota is putting on a brave face, but has not fared well in this bushfire attack. Even though our 
information-miserly government has still not announced house losses, the media estimates suggest 
around 100 houses = a 10% house loss rate.  
Q Why so high in a lower-end bushfire attack?  
A House losses occur during ember attack (whether low or high density) when houses are 
vacant and undefended.  
 
As you know, I promote and teach people to self-defend against severe bushfire attack. Similar 
principles apply to a property as to a town like Mallacoota. The aimed-for outcome is zero house loss. 
Why? Because when you save the house you save the life and the house and this is what people want.   
I put it to you that if a properly prepared town was attacked by this fire, the townsfolk, visitors and 
businesses would have resumed normal life next day. 
 
It is too late now to help Mallacoota achieve this outcome. Pity. From evidence available to me, 
Mallacoota had sufficient basic-level infrastructure protection (like fuel bed discontinuity, wide 
streets, edge fire breaks) to survive an ember attack with very few house losses, but the people were 
unprepared and the core infrastructure of the town had not been protected (= water, power, access and 
communications). If the local fire authorities had obeyed the consistent fire authority HQ message of 
“remain indoors” people might have been inspired to self-defend at home rather than flee in fear to the 
water. However, as we saw, the town has become temporarily unliveable because its core 
infrastructure seized up. As a consequence of poor preparation, Mallacoota’s outcome is house loss 
and a brutal uprooting of the lives of townsfolk, visitors and businesses for years to come.  
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It is not too late to prepare for the next bushfire attack, but I am afraid the townsfolk will have to go it 
alone because there is no support from the Victorian government, who appear to tolerate the fire 
authority policies of suppression without preparation and of evacuation without care for house loss.  
[Oh and by the way, did you hear the Victorian government say that holiday houses do not qualify for 
public donation money? Are holiday houses not real houses now? Does NSW have this policy or is it 
a class war policy thing in Victoria – if so, half the houses in Mallacoota and many other towns are 
holiday houses, so do the Vic government house loss figures now refer to real houses only?]   
 
This Post documents (with commentary) day by day events and happenings in the unprepared 
Mallacoota of 28 December 2019 and afterwards. My message to town leaders is to prepare your 
infrastructure and your people for self-defence and survival, or else your town will be in the hands of 
fire authorities forced into crisis management mode.  
 
Crisis management  
Management textbooks describe the phenomenon of “putting out spot fires” as a symptom of a badly 
run organisation that lurches from crisis to crisis. Management diverts resources to deal with each 
crisis rather than deliver what it is in business for.  
 
When fire authorities respond to bushfire attacks in a town without strategic preparations or without 
mitigation works that allow the firefighters to protect people’s assets within a safe work place, they 
operate as crisis managers of a different type. Their crisis management is not harmful to them. It hurts 
the people who have not been prepared.  
 
This fire came unexpectedly, generating panic and crisis. There was no preparation for what occurred 
here. Mallacoota is yet another victim of “putting out spot fires” crisis management. The irony is that 
spot fires literally occurred here and were the sole threat to the houses and cars, etc, but while the fire 
organisations managed the crisis, the spot fires were not extinguished.   
 
Three “secrets” 
Here are three principles that genuine forest fire professionals know. I will call them secrets because if 
the fire agencies know of them, they do not apply them yet.  
First secret. If we apply the right bushfire behaviour knowledge to a given area in the right way, we 
control the damage potential on that area. We can actually eliminate damage potential.  
Unlike fire authorities, I apply traditional disaster management principles.  
Prevention, preparation, mitigation, response, recovery, rehabilitation.     
Here is the second secret. Do the first three properly, and the last three become redundant.  
Unfortunately, the fire authorities now focus on the last three.  
Here is another secret. Bushfires are not a natural disaster. If the fire authorities ever reveal to 
Treasury that bushfires are not a natural disaster, Treasury might realise that bushfires can be 
prevented in any area they choose by strategic removal of bushfire fuel, and there will be a lessening 
need for response, recovery, rehabilitation in that area. Treasury would save a fortune if it required 
more areas to be strategically fuel reduced and would apply it to productive purposes like schools and 
hospitals and transport.   
 
Disclaimer  
This document is not a criticism of the people employed by the Victorian authorities. It is certainly 
not a criticism of the selfless volunteers. It aims to showcase aspects of the system the government 
has set up and to reveal its major policy flaws. Everybody is doing their best in their job, but the fires 
grow ever larger and wipe out ever more houses and government diverts ever more money to 
suppression and recovery and rehabilitation.   
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Eg, (1) The CFA Act delivers prevention of fire by declaring fire seasons and Total Fire Ban days. It 
requires the Shire to prepare a fire plan, but no “body” is accountable for its performance. It delivers 
suppression services with trucks manned by volunteers and everyone now craves aircraft, yet the only 
performance measure is to respond within x minutes. Despite their best efforts, bushfires escape 
firefighter control on windy days and they grow too large to control, at the exact time they are most 
dangerous. (2) The Emergency Services Act manages these escaped bushfires as emergencies and 
manages the recovery of communities after their inevitable decimation. The words prevention and 
mitigation are not in the Act. (3) In Victoria, each department is allocated an annual budget from 
Treasury, but when a bushfire is declared, the cost of suppression and rehabilitation is paid for 
separately by Treasury from a bottomless mystery pot. The more time staff spend on a bushfire, the 
more of their wages and expenses are available for allocation to other areas within the department. (4) 
There is no person or “body” accountable for the comprehensive bushfire protection of Mallacoota (or 
indeed, any town) yet there are many departments that have a protection role.    
 
What would a pre-prepared Mallacoota look like? 
Let’s now imagine a base-level 101 Mallacoota scenario pre-prepared under a three-step plan, geared 
to survive a severe bushfire attack.    
Step 1 Clarify strong goals - zero life loss, zero house loss, minimal disruption to normal life and 
business. An influential local “body” takes accountability for monitoring and performance.  
Step 2 Identify bushfire threats to houses and shops in surrounds, on boundaries and internally, then 
mitigate using current laws and landowner cooperation. Townsfolk are trained to deal with the 
residual threat. Eg, where threat of running-flame is eliminated from a given area by keeping flame 
well away and small, the residual threat is ember attack and stationary flames within that area. People 
are empowered to deal with residual threat professionally and collectively, either in cooperation with 
local brigade or in absence of brigade. Refuge for smoke-sensitive people is pre-organised.  
Step 3 Identify bushfire threats to basic infrastructures into town and within town and mitigate them: 
eg, water supply, power supply, access roads, communications 
 
Let’s keep this orderly approach in mind as we read the litany of preventable chaos and battering of 
the Mallacoota community and visitors on 31 December 2019 and afterwards.   
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Unprepared Mallacoota –chronology of the attack and the aftermath  
 
The left column in the Table below lists information and events of relevance to the people and 
township of Mallacoota from publicly available documents for each day in chronological order. They 
are often from a media source, but they are intended to capture the human and perhaps economic 
impact of happenings at that time.     
 
The right-hand column shows missives and instructions to local people from emergency management 
HQ delivered via web site or text. They are time matched with the left-hand column entries as closely 
as possible.  During the bushfire attack period, relevant weather details are provided together with 
Fire Danger levels. We need to remember that on low fire danger days, flame spread is slow and 
flame height is low.    
 
Comments are inserted into both columns to point out a perspective view or a concern or a 
congratulation.  
 
Glossary 
Fire Danger Index Initially designed as a scale of 0 to 100 to measure relative difficulty to 
control fire spread in a tall forest. This in itself is a nebulous concept, however, the scale derives from 
air dryness (derived from temperature and relative humidity) and wind speed. Has erroneously come 
to be interpreted as a measure of potential bushfire ferocity, eg, how fast and hot it burns.  
Despite such vagaries, it seems to work as a forecasting tool. It has been correlated with chance of fire 
incidence, spread rate of fire and damage toll.  
 
Total Fire Ban day The trigger for declaration is approx FDI 50 
 
Weather data is from Bureau of Meteorology web site.  
 
Wind speed is measured at 10m height   wind speed near ground level in an open paddock is 2/3 of 
10m speed and if under forest canopy, is approx ¼ of 10m speed.  By convention, fire behaviour is 
predicted and assessed using average wind speed, not wind gusts.  
 
As we discover more about spread mechanisms, this simple convention is useful, but cannot be relied 
upon for accurate predictions or assessments. Its relevance depends on the flame’s spread mechanism.  
Eg,  
The wind driven mechanism: When a constant wind speed pushes flame across a surface fuel bed, it cycles 
between a wind driven phase and a convection phase. Net wind speed is related to average wind speed  

• The wind driven phase sees the wind lay the flame along the fuel bed and pushes the convection 
column and sparks almost horizontally. The horizontal flame ignites unburnt fuel. Ignition by direct 
flame is very rapid. Spread rate is proportional to wind speed at ground level.    

• The convection phase sees the flame rise tall and vertical, and spread rate virtually stops as the vertical 
air flow in the strong convection column is unmoved by the lateral air flow of the wind. Sparks are 
seen to rise vertically until the uplift air weakens and they move laterally in the wind.  

 
The tall flame / piloted ignition mechanism  In forests with flammable bark and / or tall undergrowth, 
wind direction at fuel bed level is useful but wind speed has negligible impact on spread rate of flame front. The 
tall flame radiates onto the unburnt surface fuel and throws sparks and embers into the wind stream, dropping 
them into the preheated fuel bed where they rapidly ignite. The spread rate can equal or exceed 
ambient wind speed. The Project Vesta video clearly shows this mechanism.   
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Chronology of the attack and the aftermath 
  

Weather and Events on fireground  Emergency Services advice to 
locals via tweet / media / text 

Saturday, 28 December 
 
Wind at Mallacoota   
average wind speed 9am from NW and 17kph,    
Fire Danger Index 7 (= LOW)  
3pm from ESE but < 10kph   Fire Danger Index 6 
Highest wind gust 41 kph from N at 11.30pm   
 
 
The Age (1/1/20) quotes Ms Mounsey, a local, saying “the 
Bairnsdale CFA had warned them at a meeting that 
Mallacoota would be hard to defend”. 
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/mallacoota-
awakes-to-assess-damage-wrought-by-apocalyptic-fire-
20200101-p53o23.html 
The date of the meeting is not mentioned. 
 
 
Comment: 
As a forest fire professional, I know it is very defendable if 
we apply bushfire behaviour and risk management 
knowledge together with the power of the townsfolk. I urge 
fire authorities to do likewise.   
 
If such a negative comment is made by a fire agency, it is of 
great concern that it did not outline a plan to make it 
defendable.  
 
Nevertheless, if the fire brigade has declared defence too 
hard, the people now need to contact a forest fire 
professional like me to empower them to self-defend in 
safety without the brigade.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
“Everyone in East Gippsland must 
leave this area today due to the fire 
danger forecast for tomorrow”    
 

 
 
Order does not apply to Mallacoota, 
which is where many people go to: 
 

 
 
Comment: 
The CFA has been a bit naughty 
here - exceeding its legal powers 
with this notice it two ways: 
(1) Its S 30 and 31 evacuation 
powers are limited to people in or 
on any land, building or premises 
that is burning or threatened by 
fire and this applies to only a few 
parts of the area encircled on this 
map.  
(2) it failed to declare the Section 
31(4) exemption - Nothing in this 
section or section 30 shall authorize 
the removal from any land building or 
premises of any person having any 
pecuniary interest therein or in any 
goods or valuables whatsoever 
thereon.  
Is it an honest mistake or are they 
pushing an agenda? 
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 Herald Sun 31/12/19 
 
 
 

Eg, a mechanism to incite fear and 
panic in the community or a trial in 
extending government control over 
people in large areas = thousands of 
people, as done in USA.   
 
The boy has cried wolf.  As we see 
in the left-hand column, tomorrow’s 
daytime weather (29th) is much 
lower fire danger than forecast.  
[The next day’s danger (30th) is 
lower than forecast. It reaches 
maximum FDI 40 at 4pm, then falls 
lower. The wind change is much 
delayed – it arrives at 5am on 31st. 
Thus, the two days following this 
draconian warning are milder fire 
weather days than forecast.]   
 
Basing an evacuation order on a 
forecast of “very high” fire danger is 
a bit alarmist and not rescinding the 
order when the day’s local weather 
revealed itself is a bit irresponsible 
because it shows it is not based on 
fire behaviour considerations. 
Moreover, telling everyone they 
must evacuate indicates no regard 
for legal powers of CFA or common 
law rights of the people and no 
confidence by HQ in the fire 
fighters’ ability to defend. 
 
The evacuation call makes locals 
unsettled 
When we add wholesale evacuation 
to the list of impediments thrown at 
residents and visitors in recent 
months and years, the observer 
could be forgiven for thinking the 
government wants people out of 
East Gippsland all together, perhaps 
to return it to Nature and the ants.  
 
- Government has decimated a big 
part of the local economy by 
progressively removing forestry 
from crown land.  
- Government has allowed several 
fires to run for several weeks prior 
to this declaration through drought-
afflicted forest and so create a 
mega-fire panic, when it had the 
capability to stop them in the first 
week.  
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- The government institutes no 
appropriate prevention or mitigation 
works to protect against the mega 
fire.  
- After each severe weather day 
makes the fires ever larger, the 
government-ordered road blockages 
incur maximum anxiety and delay to 
the evacuees and inflict maximum 
harm to farmers’ and traders’ 
recovery and future livelihoods.    
 

Sunday, 29 December  
 
Wind at Mallacoota  
average wind speed 9am = calm    Fire Danger Index 0 
3pm from SSE but < 10kph            Fire Danger Index 0 
Highest wind gust 30 kph from NNW at 9:51pm  
 
Periods when average wind > 20kph: 
11pm to midnight    26 – 30kph from NNW 
 
 
2.30 pm   400ha not 40 ha.  
At 3.25pm on Saturday 29th a fire is reported at Wingan, 
spreading to West. Notice says 40 ha, but scale map shows 
3+km by 1+km = 400ha. This means it started well before 
3.25pm on 29th. When?  
 

 
Emergency Services website 
 
The weather for the previous days was mild, meaning it 
might have been burning for a few days. Was this fire 
known about or missed in the smoke for a day or two?  If 
known about, why was it not suppressed when small?  
 
Key questions: 
Who was appointed Fire Controller?  
When?  
What was suppression plan?  
What suppression effort was applied today along tracks and 
waterways on the southern edge in particular?  
 
Until further evidence is provided, the answer to each will 
have to be zero.   

 
 
Comment 
Look at today’s local weather and 
then look at evacuation orders flying 
thick and fast. They are out of all 
proportion to local fire behaviour 
and current wind direction.   
 
 
 
“Leave Wingan and Tamboon now”  

 
 
 

 
 
“Stay put in Mallacoota”  
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“Leave Tamboon” 

 
 
Later  

 
 

Monday, 30 December 
 
Forecast:   Monday 30th is a severe weather day forecast, 
strong NW winds followed by strong SW winds. Change 
forecast to reach East Gippsland late evening.  
Total Fire Ban Day declared a for whole state.  
[TFB is triggered when FDI forecast > 50]   
 
Wind at Mallacoota  
average wind speed 9am from N at < 10kph,  
Fire Danger Index 10 
3pm from ESE and < 10kph   Fire Danger Index 7 
At 4pm   Peak Fire Danger Index = 40 for brief period 
Highest wind gust 37 kph from NNE at 2.44pm  
 
Periods when average wind > 20kph:   
1 – 1.30 pm    wind 22 kph from NE 
4 – 4.30 pm    wind 24 kph from NNE     
7.30 – 8.30 pm    wind 24 -28 kph from N    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Comment 
Look at today’s local weather and 
then look at the tone of messages 
proclaiming “emergency”. They are 
out of proportion to local fire danger 
level and current wind direction 
 
“Leave Tamboon, Wingan now” 

 
 
Mallacoota warned 
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Before 6am on 30th  cigar shape runs to SSW   

 
Emergency Services  
 
Comment:    
Plans should by now have been afoot within the control 
team to deal with the eastern flank ahead of the forecast SW 
wind change.  
 
At Mallacoota, NNW wind blew 15 to 19 kph average from 
10.30pm on 29th until 3.30am on 30th. However, the fire’s 
pathway was toward the SSW, suggesting the net wind at 
the fireground was from NNE.    
This 5-hour period saw the fire run 20km to the coast in a 
cigar shape. This would be an average of 4kph through 
shrubby forest at night when temp was 25C and RH 50%, 
and Fire Danger Index = 8.  
 
When wind above tree tops is 15 - 19kph it is around a 
quarter at fuel bed height (= 4 – 5kph). If the flame spread 
by the wind driven mechanism, its expected spread rate is 
less than 1 – 2 kph. But if the spread is by the tall 
flame/piloted ignition mechanism, which is expected in this 
tall heathy understory, such rates are technically possible 
beneath the forest canopy.  
 
Hopefully, the fire agencies have IR footage for closer 
analysis to discover if the cigar shape was the outline of the 
leading spot fires or was actually flame-filled.  
 
Possibilities - The fire either ran 3 to 4 km wide all the way 
as a single front or in multiple narrower tongues in parallel 
that would have had the capability to generate large fire 
whirls in between that can throw mass ember dumps ahead 
to stimulate the speed.  
 
7.15am     From “The Age” Blog  

   
 

 
“Too late to leave Tamboon”  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
“Tamboon – too late to leave, 
shelter in place” ???  
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12.51pm   
 

 
Emergency Services website 
 
 
9 pm  

 
Emergency Services website 
 
Comments: 
Are the Wingan River or Betka River or Mallacoota Road 
suitable containment lines that could have been strengthened 
today?  
 
No change in fire’s shape all day long. Wind remains from 
north.  
 
 

 

 
 
Comment: 
Perhaps realisation sets in that 
Mallacoota might be impacted by a 
15 km fire front.  
 
 
 
 
 
Mallacoota, too late to leave, 
“shelter indoors immediately” 

 
 
Tamboon – warning downgrade, but 
“shelter in place” ???  
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Has the control team spared a thought for the Apiarist sites 
in the path of this fire?  
 

 
 
 

 
 
“Mallacoota, take shelter indoors 
immediately to survive” 

 
 
Comment: 
Act immediately? / to survive?    
Why? At 9pm, the fire is 25 km 
away and the wind is still from the 
North.  
A baseless warning?  
Why was it approved?  
The Mallacoota weather station 
shows the SW change occurred at 
5am tomorrow.  

Tuesday 31 December 
 

Wind at Mallacoota  
average wind speed 9am from SW at 39 kph,      
Fire Danger Index 18  
3pm wind from SSW at 26kph     Fire Danger Index 8 
At 8am   Peak Fire Danger Index = 20 for brief period 
Highest wind gust 100 kph from S at 6.36am  
 
Periods when average wind > 20kph: 
4.20am to 5am    Wind 22-26 kph from N / NE     
6 to 7.30am    Wind 25 -33 from SSW kph 
7.30 to midday    Wind 30 - 46 kph from SSW / SW     
[8 - 9am >40 kph, Rest of time 30 – 35 kph] 
Midday to 5 pm   Wind 24 -30 kph from SW/SSW 
From 5 to 8.30pm, wind 20-22 kph from SW/SSW 
From 8.30 to 10.30pm, wind 17 - 19 kph from SW/SSW 
 
5.22am  

 
Emergency Services website 
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7.26 am   From “The Age” Blog  
Brendan is tweeting from Mallacoota. He says that it is pitch black 
in the town 
 

 
 
8am   From Herald Sun Blog 
Footage of fire at Upper Wingan Road.  
It shows forest fire behaviour at peak of wind speed. (See pics 
below)  
 
8.16am    From “The Age” Blog  
A cooler westerly change crossed the firegrounds from 1am, only 
reaching Mallacoota at 5am, Rachel Eddie reports. 
 
8.22        From “The Age” Blog  
Reports suggest some 4000 people are on the jetty and foreshore 
at Mallacoota where they are being protected by several CFA 
firetrucks. The CFA told us they expected the fire to enter the 
town's boundaries about an hour ago. 
Meanwhile, the Bureau of Meteorology's weather gauge at 
Mallacoota is showing 49 degrees, with winds gusting up to 
80km/h.  
[= a malfunction at the weather station, not a close flame!] 
 
8.34am     From “The Age” Blog  
Emergency Management Victoria just issued an updated 
emergency warning for Mallacoota - it says fire is likely to impact 
the town within the next 30 minutes. 
 
8.40am     From “The Age” Blog  
Don Ashby just spoke to ABC Gippsland. He's in Mallacoota, 
defending his property as a huge bushfire rages towards town. 
He says the CFA told the people in the town - about 4000 of them 
standing on the foreshore - that when the trucks activated their 
sirens, the townsfolk should get under the water.  
“The sirens just went off," he says. 
 
9.29am   From Herald Sun Blog 
Thousands huddle on Mallacoota Beach - Eliza Sum 
Emergency Management Commissioner Andrew Crisp told ABC 
News.  “We have three strike teams in Mallacoota that will be 
looking after 4000 people on the beach as the fire goes into that 
particular town,” Mr Crisp said. 

Comment: 
This warning would hopefully have 
been made after advice from the 
fireground and checking the 
Mallacoota weather records of 5 and 
5.11am.   
I hope it was specific, ie, stating the 
SW change has set in.  
As it reads here, it is meaningless.  
 
The Princess Hwy closed between 
Bairnsdale and Genoa – time 
unclear.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning at 8.30am  
From “The Age” Blog  
“Fire is likely to impact the town 
within the next 30 minutes”. 
 
   
 
 
 
Comment: 
We must wonder at the dearth of 
emergency service warnings or 
pronouncements for the rest of 
today as Mallacoota is allegedly 
being attacked by a substantial 
bushfire.   
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9.30am    

 
Emergency Services website    Leading edge is 5 km from 
Mallacoota, gross fire area 72,000ha.  
 
Comment: 
If wind change to SW occurred at 5am, the map suggests an 
average spread of 5 kph (= 25 km in 5 hours) when Fire 
Danger Index is below 20. Feasible, as described above,   
Very doubtful that the whole area is flame filled. Likely to 
be large gaps unburnt between several running spot fires. 
Likely that the fire edge at Mallacoota Rd outlines the 
leading spot fires, not a solid mass of flame. Need 
confirmation from IR records.  
  
 
9.37am     From “The Age” Blog  
Incident Alert - an unofficial service that maps emergency service 
callouts - is now registering one structure fire and two grass fires 
on the outskirts of Mallacoota. If the report is correct it would 
suggest fire has now hit the town. 

  
This map, from Incident Alert, indicates two grass fires and house 
fire on the outskirts of Mallacoota.  Credit: Incident Alert 
 
Reports from the town say about 4000 people are sheltering in the 
water of the foreshore, protected by CFA trucks. Other trucks are 
working as 'strike teams', putting out fires as they appear. 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the fire control plan for this 
fire? 
Who is fire controller?  
Are more fire trucks or aircraft on 
the way?  
 
The town is isolated - one road in 
and out and this road leads to the 
Princes Highway which is blocked.    
 
My earlier Post showed there had 
been no recent protective burns, but 
Emergency Services HQ now say 
they have a Township Plan, 
suggesting this is somehow a safety 
measure.  
Sadly, any township plan I have 
seen in Victoria is no help to 
protection of town or people or 
house.   
 
They have told the Mallacootians to 
stay put.  
They have told locals their town is 
difficult to defend.  
They have deployed only 15 trucks 
to defend 4,000 people and 1000 
houses.  
This deployment decision appears a 
token effort to “show the flag” 
rather than a full-blooded attempt to 
save Mallacoota’s houses.  
 
What is their real purpose?  
This is one tenth of the required 
number to comfortably protect 
Mallacoota’s houses from spot fires.  
A proper deployment would have 
considered the type of bushfire 
attack expected and the purpose of 
the deployment.  
[Let me help:  I can advise the 
bushfire attack in this weather will 
be light to moderate density ember 
attack, and 1,000 houses will need 1 
truck to defend the surrounds of 5 – 
10 houses from spot fires when 
small. This means they need 100 – 
200 trucks to prevent house loss. If 
they had empowered the townsfolk 
with knowledge and skills to 
extinguish spot fires, they need 
proportionately less trucks, because 
extinguishment of small spot fires 
needs many hands.] 
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My analysis 

 
Red circle is 9.37am Incident Alert area, suggesting some fire 
trucks are in action here.   
Yellow circle is presumed location of the 4,000 and other fire 
trucks  
Red arrows are SW and SSW wind directions  
 
10:03 am From Herald Sun Blog 
The Dubberley family, including dad Kelly, mum Stacey and 
sons, Tyrone, 14 and Nathan, 11, fled to Mallacoota beach about 
4pm yesterday. They slept overnight alongside their kelpie, 
Brownie, and pugs, Rocky and Molly.  
Mr Dubberley said he could see about 50 people and 20 boats 
scattered along the beach, and that "we can now see flames on the 
hills". "It’s dark and gloomy with burning embers seen out here in 
the past hour," he said.  
"There is a nine-month-old baby with the family beside us." 
Mr Dubberley said many people who evacuated to the beach 
during yesterday's extreme heat had now been caught out by the 
cool change. "It was stinking hot and now it’s bloody cold," he 
said. "That has caught a lot of people out by not having the right 
clothing. "We come out in our little boat … luckily for us we have 
a big swag so we are out of the weather slightly." — Monique 
Hore 
 
 
10.07am   From Herald Sun Blog  
People bunker down in Mallacoota hall - Eliza Sum 
Luke McCrone is currently bunkering down at a hall in the middle 
of Mallacoota. 
Hundreds of locals are sitting in darkness, awaiting direction as 
fires threaten to sweep through the town. "It's pretty full on here, 
this is the hall (pictured below)," he told the Herald Sun.

 
"It's dark, like night.  

 
 
 
Note 1:     
Emergency Services Website urges 
people to seek shelter indoors.  
On site fire fighters evacuate people 
from their houses to the waterfront, 
ie, in the open, and when they sound 
their siren, people are told to take to 
the water.  
 
 
Note 2:    
It appears that on-site CFA fire 
fighters began calls for evacuation 
from homes yesterday afternoon, 
and in some areas made repeated 
requests for evacuation.  
 
I, the forest fire professional, would 
be proud if local people had been 
empowered for use as a resource to 
protect houses and other assets in 
Mallacoota during this low-density 
ember attack during this mild fire 
danger period.   
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"The car park at the wharf is full of cars, mainly tourists.  
"Embers are falling in town now, although few and far between. 
"The hall is packed, it's sweltering. (The) CFA went up our street 
and told us all to get out.  
"You can hear the roar of the fire, although it's not as loud in town 
as it was at the house."  
Mr McCrone said CFA trucks had set up outside the hall. "They 
removed a lot of the trees around it (the hall) last night and there 
are trucks outside," Mr McCrone said.  
"It's about 100m from here to the lake, there are no moves to 
move anyone from here." 
Mr McCrone's wife grew up in Mallacoota. 
He, his wife, mother-in-law and kids are all at the hall. 
Mr McCrone said there was an "orange glow" in the sky. "I (feel 
a) bit guilty for leaving my father and brother in law to defend the 
house but we've got two little kids so couldn't justify staying when 
the CFA had told us a few times to get out," he said. 
 
11.59am    From “The Age” Blog  
Several houses have been lost in Mallacoota, says CFA chief 
officer Steve Warrington. 
Three strike teams are based in the town, with some conducting 
recon on the fire and others staying back to protect the 4000-odd 
people on the foreshore. A medical has been centre set up. 
“It is pitch black. It is quite scary in that community. They right 
now are under threat. But we will hold our line and they will be 
saved and protected,” says Mr Warrington. 
Several people have chosen to stay and defend their houses, rather 
than sheltering on the foreshore. Trucks will not be able to reach 
and protect them, he confirmed 
“Literally as we speak the advice I am receiving from the fire 
ground is houses are visibly being lost. But the main CBD has 
been saved.” 
 
12.02 pm   From Herald Sun Blog  
Mr Crisp (Emergency Services Commissioner) said he was 
satisfied with the advice given to people in Mallacoota in recent 
days. 
"There wasn't actually an evacuation order for Mallacoota. We've 
been closely watching the fire that started in Wingan River.'' 
Mr Crisp said a risk assessment was conducted with fire 
authorities and all options considered for Mallacoota. 
"We had already significant fires to the west of where they were, 
so it would have been unsafe to move them back along the Princes 
Highway.  
"At the same time you've got fires in southern New South Wales, 
and there's very few ways to actually move that move out of that 
area of Mallacoota.  
"And they do have a township protection plan. '' 
— Ian Royall 
 
12.11 pm   From Herald Sun Blog  
Kammeron Cran, from Eltham, is on holiday with her four 
children, her daughter's boyfriend, and five other families in 
Mallacoota. The group are currently sitting tight at the Mallacoota 
wharf. 
She said authorities are saying the northern end of town has been 
razed. "They are saying that the northern end of Mallacoota has 
gone up — I think there was a new school there and maybe a 
caravan park," she said. 
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"It was dawn and then the sky just went black; at 8am it was 
absolutely pitch black. 
"Then it went bright red — I've never seen anything like it. 
The families were meant to be staying at the Foreshore Holiday 
Park but were told to get out about 6am this morning. 
"The fire was very very close to where we are," she said. 
"The CFA are coming down to the lake pumping water into the 
trucks. "We've got food and water. Worst-case scenario, we jump 
in the lake. "Not the holiday we were expecting." 
— Alanah Frost 
 
12.13pm    From “The Age” Blog  
Fires within Mallacoota 
This map of incidents from Incident Alert appears to show a grass 
fire within the CBD of Mallacoota, where some 4000 people are 
sheltering. 

  
This map, from Incident Alert, shows a grassfire has broken out in 
the Mallacoota CBD.  Credit: Incident Alert 
 
Three CFA strike teams are working to protect the town. A 
medical centre has been set up on the foreshore. 
 
CFA chief officer Steve Warrington, from a news conference at 
11am: "[Mallacoota] right now are under threat. But we will hold 
our line and they will be saved and protected." 
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My analysis 

 
Red circle is 9.37am Incident Alert area 
Blue circle is 12.13pm Incident Alert area, suggesting fire trucks 
are in action here.    
Yellow circle is presumed location of the 4,000 and other fire 
trucks  
Green area is site of multiple reported house losses – Terra Nova 
Drive and Bastion Point Rd  
Red arrows are SW and SSW wind directions  
 
 
12.55pm  From Herald Sun Blog  
The town of Eden in NSW’s far-south coast has been inundated 
with Victorian holidaymakers who fled across the border from 
fire-threatened Mallacoota. 
Roads in and out of Eden have now been closed, with smoke haze 
filling the coastal town. 
SES volunteers are directing people to the town oval and the local 
school has also opened their oval to accommodate the overflow of 
visitors seeking refuge. 
— Genevieve Alison 
 
1.47pm  From Herald Sun Blog  
Two bushfires bear down on Mallacoota 
The latest update from the State Control Centre is that two 
bushfires are continuing to burn out of control near Mallacoota.  
The Wingan River fire is burning across 72,898ha and has 
impacted the township.  
A second fire is travelling southeast from Goongerah.  
 
Holiday-maker Kammeron Cran said the conditions were "still 
very smokey and the wind seems to change direction constantly 
and it's strong". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comment 
HQ have just issued a statement 
about another fire in the vicinity, 
forgetting to mention that it is no 
threat to Mallacoota, which is now 
perfectly protected by the huge 
Wingan fire, now burnt out.  
So, apparently the Herald Sun takes 
the information on face value and 
tells us all that two fires are bearing 
down on Mallacoota.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 km 
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"There are houses going up everywhere apparently," she said. 
"(At) Terra Nova and Bastion Point I think.  
"My partner Ben and friends Brendan and Anton have walked up 
to the foreshore caravan park and are putting out spot fires up 
there with hoses and buckets."   — Alanah Frost 
 
2.27pm  From Herald Sun Blog  
Luke McCrone was able to head back to where his in-laws had 
been defending their home on Terra Nova Drv in Mallacoota.  
He said there were "at least 10 (homes) gone" along the one street. 
"(The in-laws) were able to save their house and probably five 
others," he said. 
 

 

These next three pictures are taken 
at the height of the allegedly 
fearsome “attack” on Mallacoota. 
  
The first picture is a wide street 
intersection in Mallacoota under a 
smoky sky. Very driveable. Very 
safe from a short flame in the grass 
verges. Very non-flammable for 
embers to ignite.   
 
The next two pictures are in the 
Terra Nova area, one of the highest 
house loss areas.  
We can see a burning house in the 
first and timber debris burning in 
the second, in the foreground with a 
burnt house behind.  
We can see the unburnt green 
vegetation of the garden beds, and 
unburnt plastic rubbish bins.  
This is evidence that there was no 
bushfire flame here. Embers have 
ignited these houses. The flame 
stopped at the edge of the forest on 
the Terra Nova firebreak.   
 
Yet HQ officials declare this area a 
crisis and declare trucks will not be 
able to reach these houses. The 
pictures contrast with their “crisis” 
scenario. 
The roads are in fact open and 
driveable throughout Mallacoota, 
even while red or night-dark sky is 
apparently scaring the refugees and 
their minders and HQ.   
 
 
For the authorities that declare “we 
know fire”, they might have 
dropped the ball here.  
 
If they know fire they would have 
known that Mallacoota, the town 
they could not evacuate, would be 
only ever attacked by embers and to 
defend 1,000 houses requires ten 
times the 15 trucks they deployed.  
 
If they know fire, they would know 
that they need many hands to put the 
spot fires out while small and save 
the houses, and that they had 4,000 
people at their disposal. But instead 
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— Alanah Frost 
 
3.53pm     From “The Age” Blog  
Wind change spares Mallacoota  
The Country Fire Authority’s Steve Warrington said there has 
been some "relatively good news" out of Mallacoota.  
He said the wind change has gone through the area and the fire 
had bypassed the town. "There was a public cheer at the jetty 
when that was announced," he said.  
"We'll take any good news we can get at the moment," he said. 
 
NOTE There was no wind change recorded by Mallacoota 
weather station during the afternoon. It fluctuated between SW 
and SSW all day.  
 
4pm 

 
Emergency Services website 
 
4.26pm  From Herald Sun Blog  
A wind change has meant the immediate threat to Mallacoota and 
Corryong has passed, Victoria's Emergency Management 
Commissioner Andrew Crisp has said. – Ian Royall 
 
NOTE There was no wind change recorded by Mallacoota 
weather station during the afternoon. It fluctuated between SW 
and SSW all day.  
 
 
 

of seeing the residents as a resource 
to save their own homes, they filled 
them with fear and led them to the 
water’s edge as the small spot fires 
grew and devoured their homes.  
 
If they know fire, they would 
instead have empowered residents 
and visitors to deal with this ember 
attack and physically protect 
Mallacoota houses.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These warnings correspond with the 
4pm map on the left.  
Helpful or not?    
 
“Safest option is to take shelter 
indoors“ 

 
 
 
“Warning = too late to leave”  
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Wednesday 1 January, 2020 
 
Wind at Mallacoota  
average wind speed 9am from S at 7 kph,      
Fire Danger Index 0  
3pm wind from S at 15kph     Fire Danger Index 3 
Highest wind gust for the day is 26 kph from S at 2.40pm  
  
 

  
Emergency Services website 
 
Comment: 
We can see the long narrow tongues running to the NE. For 
example, the tongue NE of Genoa is approx 3 km wide x 
10km long. It is likely their runs occurred when the winds 
were from SW, meaning late afternoon and night of 31 
December. During this time, wind speed fell from 30kph to 
high teens, similar to the winds that kept a tongue narrow 
from Wingan River two days earlier.   
 
Interesting but troublesome is that the fire agencies did not 
take advantage of the very mild weather and the virtual 
firebreak between Genoa and Mallacoota to stop the fire 
spread at the dash red line (see map below). Instead, they 
allowed spot fires to take hold (red arrows) beyond the wide 
water ways and paddocks and run to and eventually cross 
the border into NSW.  
The largest tongue alongside the Princess Highway is highly 
troubling. Was it a backburn?  
Until further evidence is presented, the outcome suggests 
there was no suppression effort at all to stop the fire spread 
here. Remember, the Fire Danger Index at the time was 
negligible, meaning low and slow flames.   
 

 
Red arrows show escaped spot fires north of the virtual fire break 
(red dash line)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning on 1st Jan as fire tongue 
reaches border  = watch and act   

 
 
 
 
Question? 
See how the Princess Highway runs 
parallel to wind direction. The flank 
fire will be the threat today and 
fortunately, the fire danger is low. 
Why was it not pre-prepared or used 
as a control line?  
 
A well-resourced back burn line 
would have held the flank fire at the 
Highway.   
 
I suspect there was no fire controller 
appointed for the Wingan fire 
escape.  
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Herald Sun 4 Jan 2020 
 
 
Key questions: 
Who was the fire controller? 
 
What was the suppression strategy for this fire? 
 
[The absence of a suppression plan east of Genoa is 
confirmed in a subsequent media article.  
According to Andrew Rule in Herald Sun, 26 Jan 2020, a 
handful of residents stayed put at Genoa and another 
handful stayed put at Genoa. Both handfuls put out spot 
fires for days and saved many properties. They had been 
promised a tanker from Mallacoota, but it was never sent 
due to risk of falling trees.]  
 
What is the house toll? 
The state government is silent.   
 
1 January 2020  The Age 
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/mallacoota-awakes-
to-assess-damage-wrought-by-apocalyptic-fire-20200101-
p53o23.html 
 
Locals from the coastal East Gippsland town with a population of 
just over 1000 – which can swell by many thousands more thanks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answers deduced from outcomes: 
Not known 
 
No attempt at direct attack on 
running flame or building 
containment lines before fire 
reached Mallacoota-Genoa, or after 
spot fires took hold NE of 
Mallacoota - Genoa.  
Reports of house protection by 
brigades in Mallacoota.  
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to summer visitors – told The Age at least 60 properties had been 
lost in the inferno. 
Fritz Seppl, who spends four weeks over summer at Mallacoota 
each year, drove around the town on Wednesday morning 
surveying the damage for those who couldn't get back into the 
area. 
"I've seen at least 60 [homes destroyed]," Mr Seppl told The Age. 
“Quite a few burnt. One specific area got hit really hard; Bastion 
Point, Stanley Avenue, Terra Nova Drive … not everything is 
destroyed but I would say three quarters of that area is. 
"A few things got saved. People put sprinklers on top of their 
houses and after the fire passed came back and put out the spot 
fires, which is really dangerous." 
 

 
Aerial footage this morning revealed the extent of destruction in 
Mallacoota. Credit:ABC News 
 
Local Rachel Mounsey said a whole street and one half of another 
had been lost near her. 
“Half of the street has gone in my street. There’s probably eight 
gone. Stanley Avenue is basically wiped out. A whole street 
gone," Ms Mounsey said. 
Mallacoota Road remained closed from Princes Highway through 
to the township on Wednesday. 
Co-owner of the Mallacoota IGA supermarket, Steve Jakovljevic, 
said locals were lined up at his shop at 6.30am on Wednesday to 
get supplies. He says they have enough food and water for a few 
days because they stock up ahead of the summer tourist rush. 
"If they don’t open the road into Mallacoota for three or four days 
it might be slim pickings," Mr Jakovljevic said. 
He sheltered in the brick shop with about 30 tourists and his 
family, including babies and his two daughters, through the blaze. 
"It was frightening," he said. "Later in the morning when it should 
have been daylight there was gas bottles going off and that was 
frightening." 
Ms Mounsey said the Bairnsdale CFA had warned them at a 
meeting that Mallacoota would be hard to defend.  
Ms Mounsey took refuge in the brick gymnasium hall with 500 to 
700 others during the blaze. 
“On Sunday everyone was out, raking up leaves," she said. 
“A girlfriend of mine hid under her blanket with her dog on the 
wharf. 
"I don’t think people on the wharf had the best time ... When they 
gave the notice to take shelter … you could hear people saying ‘I 
love you, I don’t know if I am going to come out of this'." 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:   This pic shows burnt houses 
amongst green trees. It is the classic 
indicator of spot fire attack on 
vacant undefended houses where the 
only fuel that ignited was the house. 
There was no running flame 
between houses, therefore it was 
safe for defenders to stay. Absence 
of defenders ensured spot fires grew 
and ignited house after house after 
house.  
Green tree crowns are evidence of 
low intensity (= low flame height) 
bushfire at this site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  for people to believe they 
were at death’s door here is a 
triumph of ignorance and fear 
conveyed by the authorities over 
truth and knowledge.   
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1 January 2020  Herald Sun 
https://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/up-to-100-homes-in-
mallacoota-believed-to-be-destroyed-by-fire/news-
story/5343e275067e17b625e5be2061c7b99d 
 
Up to 100 homes in Mallacoota are feared to have been lost as the 
small township comes to terms with the devastation left by this 
week’s bushfires. 
Locals and holidaymakers who sought refuge on the town’s beach 
on Tuesday morning were picking up the pieces on Wednesday. 
Many business owners who lost their homes stayed open on 
Wednesday to service the community and stranded tourists. 
A community meeting was held on Tuesday night. 
Hundreds of people who crowded into the Mallacoota Town Hall 
were told it was unclear when the power would be restored and 
when the roads would be reopened. 
While up to 100 homes were feared to have been destroyed, most 
of the town centre was intact. 
 
Peter Sands saved his Mallacoota home with a hose and a bucket, 
but all around him is complete devastation. 
As the inferno roared towards Terra Nova Dr on Tuesday, Mr 
Sands fought to save the home he shares with wife Gail. 
“Across from us there are six that are gone, boom, boom, boom,” 
Mrs Sands said. 
About half the homes on Terra Nova were lost. 
Mr Sands watched in horror as the fire jumped from “fence paling 
to fence paling”. 
“He said the embers were just flying onto the wooden palings and 
then it would spread to the houses,” Mrs Sands said. “So the 
wooden palings, that is something we are going to have to stop 
doing.” 
 
Alan Goodman battled through the night with just a garden hose 
to stop his holiday house burning to the ground. 
Mr Goodman, who lives in Seaford, has owned a holiday property 
on Bastion Point Rd in Mallacoota since 2013. 
“It was f---ing scary,” he told the Herald Sun. 
“I have had six hours sleep in three days. 
“On Monday I cleaned the gutters and soaked the house. All the 
basic stuff. I filled the gutters up with water.” 
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Mr Goodman woke up at 3am on Tuesday as the fire approached. 
He packed his car and sent his asthmatic son and partner to the 
town’s relief centre as he stayed and fought the fire. 
As he battled to save his house he could only watch on helpless as 
his neighbour’s house succumbed to the ferocious blaze. 
Neighbours joined him to battle the fire before volunteer 
firefighters arrived and helped Mr Goodman save his house. 
“By 7.30am you couldn’t see your hand in front of your face,” he 
said. 
“All last night I was putting fires out all around here. 
“The volunteer firefighters were fantastic. They were under the 
pump. They are heroes.” 
 
 
In the Postscript below, I look for evidence of high 
intensity forest or shrub fire behaviour within the residential 
area, and I cannot find any.  
 
Friday 3 January 
 
The plan for Mallacoota 

 Herald Sun 3 Jan  
 

 
Premier declares State of 
Emergency in the six Shires where 
the fires are.  
 
 
 
Evacuate or stay put, depending on 
where you are ,,,,, 
 
Mallacoota and Genoa are not on 
the list.  
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 Herald Sun 4 Jan  
 
 

 
Herald Sun 4 Jan  
 

 
Sunday 5 January, 2020    
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Herald Sun, 6 Jan  
 
 
Wednesday 8 January  
 

 
Herald Sun 9 Jan  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:   Resident population of 
Mallacoota is approx 1,000 
 

Monday 13 January 
 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-13/highway-to-
mallacoota-likely-to-be-closed-for-some-time-
fires/11861030 
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Mallacoota could remain cut off from the rest of Victoria for 
weeks, according to local police. 
At a town meeting on Sunday evening, residents were told there 
was "no timeline" for the Princes Highway between Mallacoota 
and Orbost to reopen. 
"That road is extremely dangerous," Senior Sergeant Rod Findlay 
said at the meeting. 
 
Holidaymakers who chose not to evacuate in order to stay with 
their vehicles and camping equipment had their first chance to 
leave yesterday, when the Princes Highway north of the town was 
briefly opened. 
Police, fire trucks and an ambulance escorted 66 cars to the New 
South Wales town of Eden. More are expected to leave in another 
convoy tomorrow. 
They leave behind campgrounds and parks filled with dozens of 
abandoned cars, boats and caravans. There is no timeline for when 
their owners will be able to return to collect them.  
 
But there has been some good news for Mallacoota residents over 
the past 48 hours. Power has been restored to around 85 per cent 
of customers and convoys of fuel are now getting through — 
although customers are limited to buying $50 worth of petrol or 
diesel each. 
 
'What we need is for our locals to come back' 

Christy Bryar, who 
lost her house at Gipsy Point in the fires, said it was enough to 
start functioning again. "Just being able to do simple things like 
your washing, have lights on and make a cup of tea is getting 
people's lives back to normal a little bit," she said. 
 
 
Sunday 19 January 
 
Authorities have also begun helping residents and tourists return 
to Mallacoota, where 4000 people were trapped for four days until 
Australian Defence Force ships arrived to rescue them. 
More than 900 people have so far registered with the Police 
Assistance Line to return to Mallacoota, including 300 who asked 
to be airlifted. About 70 people will fly in on Monday morning  
The Age on line 19 Jan 
. 
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Monday, 20 January 

Herald Sun 20 Jan 

Mr Crisp also revealed that the first group of evacuated 
Mallacoota residents were allowed to return to the town on 
Monday. 
Those hoping to reunite with a family member still in the town, 
which has been isolated since fires hit on New Year's Eve, were 
being prioritised, Mr Crisp said. 
One flight carrying 14 people left Essendon and another carrying 
two people left East Sale about lunchtime on Monday. 
"Then it’s about families that do have their home in Mallacoota 
and they want to go back in," Mr Crisp said. 
"Then the third phase is what we do to support those 
holidaymakers that want to get back in and need ... to pick up 
vehicles, boats, caravans and the like." 
The Princes Highway between Orbost and Cann River was opened 
to approved residents on Monday, while the remaining stretch to 
Mallacoota and into NSW would have also re-opened if not for 
the heavy rainfall. 
The Age on line  20 Jan  

 

Wednesday 22 January  

https://10daily.com.au/news/a200122bhxia/exclusive-first-
look-at-the-road-to-mallacoota-since-the-bushfires-
20200122 
 
The small town of Mallacoota, the epicentre of Victoria's bushfire 
crisis, is beginning to show signs that it's on the road to recovery 
but there's a long way to go. 
Reporters have been allowed to return to the town in the state's 
East Gippsland after it was gutted by fire. 
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Roads remain closed in parts of Victoria due to danger left since 
the bushfires. Image: 10 News First 
 
The 10 News crew were allowed into the area to show the public 
why it is still too dangerous to reopen some of the roads. 
Part of one of Australia's major highways, the Princes Highway, 
remains closed because it's too dangerous to drive along. 
“Mum and Dad couldn’t drive this road yet in their 
Volkswagen," Army Reserve Major General Jason Beck said. 
 
Emergency Management impose strict controls on residents and visitors  
These instructions are copied from Emergency Services website on 26 Jan 2020: 
 
Residents and Permit holders returning to Mallacoota, Genoa and Gipsy Point 
 
From Melbourne / East Gippsland 
The Princes Highway between Genoa and Cann River is open for local residents and permit holders from 
8am to 8pm daily. 
Speed restrictions are in place. Residents may be required to pass through traffic management points and 
show proof of residence. Permits can be obtained by attending the Orbost Incident Control Centre (ICC), or if 
you are unable to attend the ICC, you can obtain one over the phone by calling 5161 1222 and a permit will 
be issued via email. 
 
From New South Wales 
The road from Mallacoota to Eden, NSW will continue to be open to residents and permit holders. 
 
Proof of ownership and registration 
If you are returning to collect your belongings you will need to have a permit to travel via road. The roads 
continue to only be open to residents and permit holders due to ongoing works to repair the damage done by 
the fires. Drivers must follow the instructions of emergency services and road signage. 
Roads, weather conditions and fire behaviour are being continually accessed and roads will be closed with 
little or no notice if required to keep people safe. 
You must bring with you: 

• ID 
• Registration of vehicles, trailers, campervans and boats 
• Proof of the accommodation you were staying in before you left or were evacuated 
• Water 
• Snacks 
• Ensure your mobile phone is fully charged 

When you return you should be aware:          
Mallacoota, Genoa and Gipsy Point are still emergency areas, there will be limited amenities available to 
visitors.  All visitors are asked to collect belongings and exit as soon as possible. 
You should plan ahead, consider your fatigue and book accommodation. 
Travel times into and out of Mallacoota will be reduced due to the state of the roads.  
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The impacts of the fires will be very apparent to people returning and you should be prepared to see: 
• blackened, lifeless landscapes 
• damaged buildings 
• smell of burnt bush 
• areas covered in ash 
• road signs and familiar landmarks missing 
• dead animals 

 
There are a number support services available to assist you and your family to recover from the 
strong emotional or physical reactions you may be experiencing. 
 

Sunday 26 January  
 
The following Emergency Services video explains that 323 visitor 
evacuees and 26 residents were flown back to Mallacoota on 7 
military aircraft to collect their tents and vans etc.    
 
 

 
 
 
The following stills are extracted from the video to analyse the 
condition of vegetation along the Mallacoota Road.  
 
We can see that the canopy was scorched not burnt off, meaning 
the running flame stayed low in the undergrowth. This is expected 
fire behaviour in a low fire danger weather.  
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Post script   
 
1 What about the “supernatural” red sky and darkness during day time? 
 
The dark sky and the red sky were side shows that had no influence on the fire’s impact in 
Mallacoota.  
Strong SW wind pushed the dense smoke from the Wingan fire well ahead of the flames in the forest 
to the west of Mallacoota.  
Smoke stayed low and went to the east of Mallacoota just as the ruby red morning sun rose.  
When very dense smoke blocked the sun, the sky went dark.  
When light density smoke blocked the sun, the sky went red.     
 
The same sky colour was seen at Bairnsdale, probably from the smoke in the Bruthen fire.  
 
9:13 am December 31, 2019   From Herald Sun Blog  
Fires as seen from Bairnsdale - Eliza Sum 
This is another view of the fires from the Bairnsdale rail bridge, captured by Josh Thorpe. 
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Comment: Smoke may be from closer Bruthen fires  
 
 
2 Evidence that Mallacoota was attacked by a low-end intensity bushfire  
 
I look for evidence of high intensity fire behaviour within the residential area, but I can only find 
small localised areas amongst the predominance of zero or low flame areas. I welcome contrary 
evidence that the bushfire attack on Mallacoota residential area was severe.  
 
Even though fire danger level was at the low end, there were patches of forest where fire was high 
intensity due to higher fuel loads. I have seen pictures of crown fires in short coastal vegetation where 
all vegetation layers were consumed. I have seen pictures of blackened stringybark trunks in densely 
packed forests where the undergrowth and trunks have been consumed together.  
 
I look forward to seeing the aerial photos of unburnt, scorched trees and burnt out canopies to get a 
better understanding of fire intensity at the low fire damage level during the 25 km run of the 15km 
wide Wingan fire.   
  
In the meantime, I present some evidence of low-end intensity fire behaviour in township on 31 
December under three headings:  

• Early in day at Wingan    
• During the attack in Mallacoota    
• Aftermath in Mallacoota     

 
 
 

• Early in day at Wingan   
 
These stills show fire behaviour in forest just before 8am at Upper Wingan Road at height of wind 
speed and fire danger level soon after wind change to SW.  
The highest fire danger index at Mallacoota weather station was 20 at 8am.  
The stills are taken from a video provided to and published by the Herald Sun. 
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8am   From Herald Sun Blog 
Footage of fire along Upper Wingan Road.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Blue ovals = areas with flames as seen in inserts before 8am  
Red dash line  = estimated northern perimeter of fire at time of wind change to SW at approx 5am   
Red arrow Approx wind direction between 5am and 8am on 31 Dec 2019 
Explanation: Northern edge came to life at 5am and by 8am, the leading spot fires were at the blue ovals, 
either in the forest south of Princes Highway in the farm across the Highway.   

              
Yellow arrow = view through windscreen along driveway.  
Paddock on right, forest on left.  
Within the tall forest, we see low flame in shrubs and occasional flareups in denser 
patches of scrub 

 

Blue arrow  - looking south across Princes Hwy  
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• During the spot fire attack in Mallacoota 
 
(1)  View of Mallacoota from a boat in inlet  
Video stills taken from boats. Video sweeps along the coast.  
 
Here, the only thing burning is the house. Location not identified. Time probably mid-morning.   

 
 

  
 
Here, three isolated fires with tall flames which appear to be in the tea tree.  
Two isolated low flame areas. Most of coast line has no flame.  Time probably mid-morning.   
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(2)  House fire during ember attack 
 
2:27 pm December 31, 2019   From Herald Sun Blog  
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Luke McCrone was able to head back to where his in-laws had been defending their home on Terra Nova Drv in 
Mallacoota.  
He said there were "at least 10 (homes) gone" along the one street. 
"(The in-laws) were able to save their house and probably five others," he said. 
— Alanah Frost 
 
 

• Aftermath in Mallacoota 
 
Evidence of houses burnt by spot fires amongst unburnt shrub vegetation and eucalypt crowns green.  
Live vegetation indicates that, if there was flame on the ground, it was very low.  Large areas of zero 
fuel on ground, indicating highly discontinuous fuel bed that prevents flame from running.  
 
(1) Video A 
Stills taken from Video A:  Bushfire has reduced entire streets of homes in Mallacoota to rubble. 
(ABC News)  
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-01/pictures-emerge-of-destruction-caused-by-fires-in-
mallacoota/11835888 
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(2) Video B 
 
https://www.news.com.au/national/mallacoota-evacuees-video-shows-town-devastated-by-
bushfire/video/db41bc5e58004ad72b8b3f330798747c 
 

 
 
Observations 
I counted at least 9 destroyed houses on this video.  
The video confirms evidence of low flame height on the ground surface in the residential area during 
the attack. 
This confirms the bushfire severity in the town during the attack was low and flame was patchy. 
It confirms the streets were quite safe to walk or drive around during the attack.    
It confirms the low flame stopped at pathways and roads and other fuel free areas.  
It confirms there were large areas devoid of fuel on ground  
It confirms the source of ignition on properties was embers.  
Because all spot fires commence as small fragile flames, it confirms there were inadequate humans to 
extinguish them while small, meaning they grew large, and unrestricted, burnt houses down.   
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(3) Image  
 
https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/state/vic/2020/01/01/mallacoota-bushfire-destruction/ 
 
Shows burnt out car in a clearing near forest with possibly burnt understorey and unburnt canopy. 
Perhaps car was parked with engine above a layer of dead leaves and twigs that was ignited by an 
ember.   
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